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MILNOR K-THEORY, F -ISOCRYSTALS AND SYNTOMIC REGULATORS
MASANORI ASAKURA AND KAZUAKI MIYATANI
ABSTRACT. We introduce a category of filtered F -isocrystals and construct a symbol maps
on MilnorK-theory which is compatible with the syntomic symbol maps to the log syntomic
cohomology. These are fundamental materials in our applications on syntomic regultors
which we work in other papers.
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to provide fundamental materials for computing the syntomic
regulators on MilnorK-theory, which is based on the theory of F -isocrystals.
Let V be a complete discrete valuation ring of mixed characteristic (0, p) such that the
residue field k is a perfect field. For a V -smooth affine scheme S with mild assumption, we
introduce a category of filtered F -isocrystals, which we denote by Fil-F -MIC(S) (see §2.1
for the details). Roughly speaking, an isocrystal is a crystalline sheaf which corresponds
to a smooth Ql-sheaf, and “F ” means Frobenius action. We refer the book [LS] for the
general terminology of F -isocrystals. As is well-known, it is equivalent to a notion of an
integrable connection with Frobenius action. According to this, we shall define the cate-
gory Fil-F -MIC(S) without the terminology of F -isocrystals. Namely we define it to be
a category of de Rham cohomology endowed with Hodge filtration, integrable connection
and Frobenius action, so that the objects are described by familiar and elementary notation.
However, the theory of F -isocrystals plays an essential role in verifying several functorial
properties. Let U → S be a smooth morphism of affine schemes with some conditions. Then
under the assumption that Filn+1Hn+1dR (UK/SK) = 0 where Fil
• is the Hodge filtration, we
construct a homomorphism
[−]U/S : KMn+1(O(U)) −→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S)(OS, Hn(U/S)(n+ 1)), n ≥ 0
from the MilnorK-group of the affine ringO(U) to the group of 1-extensions in the category
of filtered F -isocrystals. We call this the symbol map for U/S. We give an explicit formula
of our symbol map (Theorem 2.14). Using this we shall give the comparison of our symbol
map with the syntomic symbol map
[−]syn : KMn+1(O(U)) −→ Hn+1syn (U,Zp(n+ 1))
to the syntomic cohomology of Fontaine-Messing, or more generally the log syntomic coho-
mology (cf. [Ka2, Chapter I §3], [Ts1, §2.2]). See Theorem 3.8 for the details.
Thanks to the recent work by Nekovar-Niziol [N-N], there are the syntomic regulator maps
regi,jsyn : Ki(X)⊗Q −→ H2j−isyn (X,Qp(j))
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in very general setting, which includes the syntomic symbol maps (up to torsion) and the
rigid syntomic regulator maps by Besser [Be1]. They play the central role in the Bloch-Kato
conjecture [B-K], and in the p-adic Beilinson conjecture by Perrin-Riou [P, 4.2.2] (see also
[Co, Conj. 2.7]). On the other hand, the authors do not know how to construct regi,jsyn without
“⊗Q”. We focus on the log syntomic cohomology with Zp-coefficients since the integral
structure is important in our ongoing applications (e.g. [A-C]), namely a deformation method
for computing syntomic regulators.
It is a notorious fact that, it is never easy to compute the syntomic regulator maps. Indeed
it is non-trivial even for showing non-vanishing of regi,jsyn in a general situation. The deforma-
tion method is a method to employ differential equations, which is motivated by Lauder [L]
who provided the deformation method for computing the Frobenius eigenvalues of a smooth
projective variety over a finite field. The overview is as follows. Suppose that a variety X
extends to a projective smooth family f : Y → S with X = f−1(a) and suppose that an
element ξX ∈ Ki(X) extends to an element ξ ∈ Ki(Y ). We deduce a differential equation
such that a “function” F (t) = regsyn(ξ|f−1(t)) is a solution. Solve the differential equation.
Then we get the regsyn(ξX) by evaluating F (t) at the point a ∈ S. Of course, this method
works only in a good situation, for example, it is powerless if f is a constant family. However
once it works, it has a big advantage in explicit computation of the syntomic regulators. We
demonstrate it by a particular example, namely an elliptic curve with 3-torison points.
Theorem 1.1 (Corollary 4.8). Let p ≥ 5 be a prime. Let W = W (Fp) be the Witt ring,
and K := Frac(W ). Let a ∈ W satisfy a 6≡ 0, 1 mod p. Let Ea be the elliptic curve overW
defined by a Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 + (3x+ 4− 4a)2. Let
ξa = {h1, h2} =
{
y − 3x− 4 + 4a
−8(1− a) ,
y + 3x+ 4− 4a
8(1− a)
}
∈ K2(Ea),
(note that the divisors div(hi) have supports in 3-torsion points). Then there are overconver-
gent functions ε1(t), ε2(t) ∈ K ⊗W [t, (1− t)−1]† which are explicitly given as in Theorem
4.7 together with (4.15) and (4.16), and we have
regsyn(ξa) = ε1(a)
dx
y
+ ε2(a)
xdx
y
∈ H2syn(Ea,Qp(2)) ∼= H1dR(Ea/K).
We note that the function εi(t) are defined in terms of the hypergeometric series
2F1
(
1
3
, 2
3
1
; t
)
=
∞∑
n=0
(1
3
)n
n!
(2
3
)n
n!
tn, (α)n := α(α + 1) · · · (α + n− 1).
Concerning hypergeometric functions and regulators, the first author obtains more exam-
ples in [A]. There he introduces certain convergent functions which satisfy Dwork type con-
gruence relations [Dw] to describe the syntomic regulators. Besides, Chida and the first au-
thor discussK2 of elliptic curves in more general situation, and obtain a number of numerical
verifications of the p-adic Beilinson conjecture. In both works, our category Fil-F -MIC(S)
and symbol maps play as fundamental materials.
Finally we comment on the category of syntomic coefficients by Bannai [Ban, 1.8]. His
category is close to our Fil-F -MIC(S). The difference is that, Bannai takes account into
the boundary condition at S \ S on the Hodge filtration, while we do not. In this sense our
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category is less polish than his. On the other hand, he did not work on the symbol maps
or regulator maps. Our main interest is the syntomic regulators, especially the deformation
method. For this ours is sufficient.
Notation. For a integral domain V and a V -algebra R (resp. V -scheme X), we denote by
RK (resp. XK) the tensoring R⊗V K (resp. X ×V K) with the fractional field K.
Suppose that V is a complete valuation ring V endowed with a non-archimedian valuation
| · |. For a V -algebra B of finite type, we denote by B† the weak completion of B. Namely
if B = V [T1, · · · , Tn]/I , then B† = V [T1, · · · , Tn]†/I where V [T1, · · · , Tn]† is the ring of
power series
∑
aαT
α such that for some r > 1, |aα|r|α| → 0 as |α| → ∞. We simply write
B†K = K ⊗V B†. Let X be a V -scheme of finite type. Let XK := X ×Spec(V ) Spec(K)
and let (XK)
an denote the rigid analytic space associated to XK . Moreover, we let X̂ be
the formal V -scheme obtained as the completion of X , and let X̂K denote its generic fiber,
which is a rigid analytic space. Note that we have a canonical inclusion X̂K →֒ (XK)an and
that it is the identity if X is proper. If Y is a sub-k-scheme of Xk, then the tube of Y in
X̂K is denoted by ]Y [X̂ or simply by ]Y [ if no confusion will occur. The natural inclusion is
denoted by jY : ]Y [→֒ X̂K . IfW is a strict neighborhood of ]Y [ in X̂K , then we also denote
by jW : W →֒ X̂K the inclusion.
2. FILTERED F -ISOCRYSTALS AND MILNOR K-THEORY
Throughout this section we work over a complete discrete valuation ring V of character-
istic 0 such that the residue field k is a perfect field of characteristic p > 0. We suppose that
V has a p-th Frobenius FV , namely an endomorphism on V such that FV (x) ≡ xp mod pV .
Let K = Frac(V ) be the fractional field. The extension of FV to K is also denoted by FV .
All schemes are separated and of finite type over V .
2.1. The category of Filtered F -isocrystals. Let S = Spec(B) be an affine smooth variety
on V , which is embedded in to a smooth projective V -scheme S such that S \ S is a relative
simple NCD over V . Let σ : B† → B† be a p-th Frobenius compatible with FV on V . We
define the category Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) (which we call the category of filtered F -isocrystals on
S) as follows. The induced endomorphism σ ⊗Z Q : B†K → B†K is also denoted by σ. An
object of Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) is a datum H = (HdR, Hrig, c,Φ,∇,Fil•), where
• HdR is a coherent BK-module,
• Hrig is a coherent B†K-module,
• c : HdR ⊗BK B†K
∼=−−→ Hrig is a B†K-linear isomorphism,
• Φ: σ∗Hrig
∼=−−→ Hrig is an isomorphism of B†K-algebra,
• ∇ : HdR → Ω1BK ⊗HdR is an integrable connection and• Fil• is a finite descending filtration on HdR of locally free BK-module (i.e. each
graded piece is locally free),
that satisfies ∇(Fili) ⊂ Ω1BK ⊗ Fili−1 and the compatibility of Φ and ∇ in the following
sense. Note first that ∇ induces an integrable connection ∇rig : Hrig → Ω1B†K ⊗ Hrig, where
Ω1
B†K
denotes the sheaf of continuous differentials. In fact, firstly regard HdR as a coherent
OSK -module. Then, by (rigid) analytification, we get an integrable connection ∇an on a
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coherent O(SK)an-module (HdR)
an. Let j : ]Sk[→֒ (SK)an denote the inclusion and apply j†
to∇an to obtain an integrable connection on Γ ((SK)an, j†((HdR)an)) = HdR⊗BK B†K . This
gives an integrable connection ∇rig on Hrig via the isomorphism c. Then the compatibility
of Φ and∇ means that Φ is horizontal with respect to∇rig, namely Φ∇rig = ∇rigΦ. In what
follows we write∇rig = ∇ for simplicity of notation.
Let Fil-MIC(SK) be the category of filtered integrable connections (MdR,∇,Fil),MIC(B†K)
the category of integrable connections (Mrig,∇), and let F -MIC(B†K , σ) denote the cate-
gory of integrable connections (Mrig,∇,Φ) with σ-linear Frobenius endomorphisms. Then
Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) is the fiber product
F -MIC(B†K , σ)×MIC(B†K) Fil-MIC(SK).
Let F -Isoc†(Bk) denote the category of overconvergent F -isocrystals on Sk. Then there is
the equivalence of categories ([LS, Theorem 8.3.10]),
F -Isoc†(Bk)
∼=−→ F -MIC(B†K , σ).
Therefore our category Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) does not depend on σ, which means that there
is the natural equivalence Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) ∼= Fil-F -MIC(S, σ′) (see also Lemma 5.3 in
Appendix). By virtue of this fact, we often drop “σ” in the notation.
The direct sum H ⊕ H ′ and the tensor product H ⊗ H ′ are defined in the usual manner.
A morphism H ′ → H in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) is a pair of homomorphisms (hdR : H ′dR →
HdR, hrig : H
′
rig → Hrig), such that hrig is compatible with Φ’s, hdR is compatible with ∇’s
and Fil•’s, and moreover they agree under the isomorphism c.
Let n be an integer. The Tate object inFil-F -MIC(S), which we denote byB(n) orOS(n),
is defined to be (BK , B
†
K , c, p
−nσB, d,Fil
•), where c is the natural isomorphism, d : BK →
Ω1BK is the usual differential, and Fil
• is defined by Fil−nBK = BK and Fil
−n+1BK = 0.
We often abbreviate B = B(0) and OS = OS(0). For an object H of Fil-F -MIC(S), we
write H(n) := H ⊗ B(n).
A sequence
H1 −→ H2 −→ H3
in Fil-F -MIC(S) or Fil-MIC(SK) is called exact if and only if
FiliH1,dR −→ FiliH2,dR −→ FiliH3,dR
are exact for all i. Then the category Fil-F -MIC(S) forms an exact category which has
kernel and cokernel objects for any morphisms. It also forms a tensor category in the usual
manner with an unit object BK(0). Thus the Yoneda extension groups
Ext•(H,H ′) = Ext•Fil-F -MIC(S)(H,H
′)
in Fil-F -MIC(S) are defined in the canonical way (or one can further define the derived
category of Fil-F -MIC(S), [BBDG], 1.1). An element of Extj(H,H ′) is represented by an
exact sequence
0 −→ H ′ −→M1 −→ · · · −→Mj −→ H −→ 0,
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subject to the equivalence relation generated by commutative diagrams
0 // H ′ // M1

// · · · // Mj

// H // 0
0 // H ′ // N1 // · · · // Nj // H // 0.
Note that Ext•(H,H ′) is uniquely divisible (i.e. Q-module) as the multiplication by m ∈
Z>0 onH or H
′ is bijective.
Let S ′ = Spec(B′) be another affine smooth variety that also can be embedded in to
a smooth projective V -scheme S ′ with S ′ \ S ′ being a relative simple NCD over V , and
i : S ′ → S a morphism of V -schemes. Then, i induces a pull-back functor
(2.1) i∗ : Fil-F -MIC(S)→ Fil-F -MIC(S ′)
in a functorial way. In fact, if H = (HdR, Hrig, c,Φ,∇,Fil•) is an object of Fil-F -MIC(S),
then we define i∗H = (HdR ⊗BK B′K , Hrig ⊗B†K B
′†
K , c ⊗B†K B
′†
K ,Φ
′,∇′,Fil′•), where ∇′
and Fil′• are natural pull-backs of ∇ and Fil• respectively. Φ′ is the Frobenius structure
obtained as follows; regard (Hrig,∇rig,Φ) as an overconvergent F -isocrystal on S via the
equivalence F -MIC(B†K) ≃ F -Isoc†(Bk) [LS, Theorem 8.3.10]. Then, its pull-back along
ik : S
′
k → Sk is an overconvergent F -isocrystal on S ′k, which is again identified with an
object of F -MIC(B′†K); it is of the form (H
′
rig,∇′rig,Φ′), whose Φ′ is the desired Frobenius
structure. We note that H ′rig is naturally isomorphic to Hrig ⊗B†K B
′†
K ([LS, Prop 8.1.15]).
For an object (MdR,Fil
•) ∈ Fil-MIC(SK), let Ω•BK ⊗ Fili−•HdR denote the de Rham
complex
FiliHdR → Ω1BK ⊗ Fili−1HdR → · · · → ΩnBK ⊗ Fili−nHdR → · · ·
where ⊗ = ⊗BK and the differentials are given by
(2.2) ω ⊗ x 7−→ dωj ⊗ x+ (−1)jω ∧∇(x), (ω ⊗ x ∈ ΩjBK ⊗HdR).
We define the natural map
(2.3) ExtiFil-MIC(SK )(OS, H) −→ H i(Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•HdR)
in the following way. Let
0 −→ H −→ Mi −→Mi−1 −→ · · · −→M0 −→ OSK −→ 0
be an exact sequence in Fil-MIC(SK). This induces an exact sequence
0 −→ Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•H −→ Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•Mi −→ · · · −→ Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•M0 −→ Ω•BK −→ 0
of complexes, and hence the connecting homomorphism δ : H0(Ω•BK ) → H i(Ω•BK ⊗
Fil−•H). Then the map (2.3) associates δ(1) to the above. The forgetful functorFil-F -MIC(S, σ)→
Fil-MIC(S) and (2.3) induce a canonical map
(2.4) ExtiFil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OSK , H) −→ H i(Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•HdR).
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Let F -mod = F -MIC(SpecK), namely a category ofK-modules endowed withFV -linear
endomorphisms. There is a functor
F -MIC(B†K , σ) −→ Db(F -mod), (Mrig,Φ) 7−→ (Ω•B†K ⊗Mrig,Φ)
to the derved category of complexes in F -mod, where Φ in the right is defined to be σ ⊗ Φ
(we use the same notation because we always extend the Frobenius action on the de Rham
complex Ω•
B†K
⊗Mrig by this rule). We note that the above functor does not depend on σ.
Indeed the composition
F -Isoc†(Bk)
∼=−→ F -MIC(B†K , σ) −→ Db(F -mod)
is the functor (E,Φ) 7→ (RΓrig(Sk, E),Φrig) where Φrig denotes the Frobenius action on the
rigid cohomology ([LS, Proposition 8.3.12]), and this does not depend on σ. For an object
M ∈ Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) we associate the mapping fiber of a morphism
1− Φ : Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•MdR −→ Ω•B†K ⊗Mrig
which we denote by S (M), where 1 denotes the inclusionΩ•BK ⊗Fil−•MdR →֒ Ω•B†K⊗Mrig
via the comparison and Φ is the composition of it with Φ on Ω•
B†K
⊗Mrig. In more down-to-
earth manner,
(2.5) S (M)i = ΩiBK ⊗ Fil−iMdR ⊕ Ωi−1B†K ⊗Mrig
and the differential S (M)i → S (M)i+1 is given by
(ω, ξ) 7−→ (dMω, (1− Φ)ω − dMξ), (ω ∈ ΩiBK ⊗ Fil−iMdR, ξ ∈ Ωi−1B†K ⊗Mrig)
where dM is the differential (2.2). An exact sequence
0 −→ H −→Mi −→ Mi−1 −→ · · · −→M0 −→ OS −→ 0
in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) gives rise to an exact sequence
0 −→ S (H) −→ S (Mi) −→ S (Mi−1) −→ · · · −→ S (M0) −→ S (OS) −→ 0
of complexes of Qp-modules. Let δ : Qp ∼= H0(S (OS)) → H i(S (H)) be the connecting
homomorphism. We define a homomorphism
(2.6) u : ExtiFil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS, H) −→ H i(S (H))
by associating δ(1) to the above extension. The composition of u with the natural map
H i(S (H))→ H i(Ω•BK ⊗ Fil−•HdR) agrees with (2.4). The complex S (OS(r)) is close to
the syntomic complex of Fontaine-Messing. More precisely, let Sn := S ×W SpecW/pnW ,
Bn := B/p
nB. The syntomic complex Sn(r)S,σ is the mapping fiber of the morphism
1− p−rσ : Ω•≥rBn −→ Ω•Bn
of complexes where we note that p−rσ is well-defined (see [Ka1, p.410–411]). Hence there
is the natural map
(2.7) H i(S (OS(r))) −→ Q⊗ lim←−
n
H izar(S1,Sn(r)S,σ) =: H
i
syn(S,Qp(r)).
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Let
(2.8) ExtiFil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS,OS(r)) −→ H isyn(S,Qp(r))
be the composition. Apparently, the both side of (2.8) depend on σ. However if we replace σ
with σ′, there is the natural transformation between Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) and Fil-F -MIC(S, σ′)
thanks to the theory of F -isocrystals, and there is also the natural transformation on the
syntomic cohomology. The map (2.8) is compatible under these transformations. In this
sense, (2.8) does not depend on the Frobenius σ.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose Fil0HdR = 0. Then the map u in (2.6) is injective when i = 1.
Moreover (2.7) is injective when i = 1 and r ≥ 0.
Proof. Let
0 −→ H −→M −→ OS −→ 0
be an exact sequence in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ). Since Fil0HdR = 0, there is the unique lifting
e ∈ Fil0Mrig. Then
(2.9) u(M) = (∇(e), (1− Φ)e) ∈ H1(S (H)) ⊂ Ω1
B†K
⊗ Fil−1Hrig ⊕Hrig
by definition of u. If u(M) = 0, then the data (BKe, B
†
Ke, c,Φ,∇,Fil•) forms a subobject
of M which is isomorphic to the unit object OS. This gives the splitting of the above exact
sequence. The latter follows from the fact that
H1syn(S,Qp(1)) ⊂ Q⊗ lim←−
n
(Ω1Bn ⊕ Bn), H1syn(S,Qp(r)) ⊂ Q⊗ lim←−
n
({0} ⊕ Bn), (r ≥ 2)
and
H1(S (OS(1))) ⊂ Ω1B†K ⊕ B
†
K , H
1(S (OS(r))) ⊂ {0} ⊕ B†K , (r ≥ 2).

2.2. Log objects. For f ∈ B× let
log(σ)(f) := p−1 log
(
f p
fσ
)
= −p−1
∞∑
n=1
(1− f p/fσ)n
n
∈ B†.
An elementary computation yields log(σ)(f) + log(σ)(g) = log(σ)(fg) for f, g ∈ B×.
Definition 2.2. For f ∈ B×, we define the log object Log(f) in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ) as
follows.
• Log(f)dR is a free BK-module of rank two; Log(f)dR = BKe−2 ⊕ BKe0.
• Log(f)rig = B†Ke−2 ⊕B†Ke0.
• c is the natural isomorphism.
• Φ is the σ-linear morphism defined by
Φ(e−2) = p
−1e−2, Φ(e0) = e0 − log(σ)(f)e−2.
• ∇ is the connection defined by ∇(e−2) = 0 and ∇(e0) = dff e−2.
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• Fil• is defined by
Fili Log(f)dR =

Log(f)dR if i ≤ −1,
BKe0 if i = 0,
0 if i > 0.
This is fit into the exact sequence
(2.10) 0 −→ OS(1) ǫ−→ Log(f) π−→ OS −→ 0
in Fil-F -MIC(S) where the two arrow are defined by ǫ(1) = e−2 and π(e0) = 1. This
defines the class in Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS,OS(1)), which we write by [f ]S . It is easy to see
that f 7→ [f ]S is additive. We call the group homomorphism
(2.11) [−]S : O(S)× −→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS,OS(1))
the symbol map.
Lemma 2.3. The composition
O(S)×
[−]S−→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS,OS(1)) −→ H1syn(S,Qp(1))
agrees with the symbol map by Kato [Ka1] where the second arrow is the map (2.8). Namely,
it is explicitly described as follows,
f 7−→
(
df
f
, log(σ)(f)
)
∈ H1syn(S,Qp(1)) ⊂ Ω1B̂K ⊕ B̂K
where B̂ := lim←−nB/p
nB and B̂K := Q⊗ B̂.
Proof. By definition of ρ in (2.6), one has
ρ(Log(f)) = (∇(e0), (1− Φ)e0) =
(
df
f
, log(σ)(f)
)
as desired. 
Lemma 2.4. The symbol map (2.11) is functorial with respect to the pull-back. Namely
for i : S ′ → S, the diagram
O(S)×
[−]S //
i

Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S,σ)(OS,OS(1))
i∗

O(S ′)×
[−]S′ // Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S′,σ)(OS′,OS′(1))
is commutative where i∗ denotes the map induced from the pull-back functor (2.1).
Proof. Because of the injectivity of (2.8) (Lemm 2.1), the assertion can be reduced to the
compatibility of Kato’s symbol maps by Lemma 2.3. 
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2.3. Polylog objects. For an integer r, we denote the p-adic polylog function by
(2.12) ln(p)r (z) :=
∑
n≥1, p 6 |n
zn
nr
= lim
s→∞
1
1− zps
∑
1≤n<ps, p 6 |n
zn
nr
∈ Zp
〈
z,
1
1− z
〉
where Zp〈z, (1 − z)−1〉 denotes the p-adic completion of the ring Zp[z, (1 − z)−1]. As is
easily seen, one has
ln(p)r (z) = (−1)r+1 ln(p)r (z−1), z
d
dz
ln
(p)
r+1(z) = ln
(p)
r (z).
If r ≤ 0, this is a rational function. Indeed
ln
(p)
0 (z) =
1
1− z −
1
1− zp , ln
(p)
−r(z) =
(
z
d
dz
)r
ln
(p)
0 (z).
If r ≥ 1, it is no longer a rational function but an overconvergent function.
Proposition 2.5. Let r ≥ 1. Put x := (1− z)−1. Then ln(p)r (z) ∈ (x− x2)Zp[x]†.
Proof. Since ln(p)r (z) has Zp-coefficients, it is enough to check ln
(p)
r (z) ∈ (x − x2)Qp[x]†.
We first note
(2.13) (x2 − x) d
dx
ln
(p)
k+1(z) = ln
(p)
k (z).
The last term of (2.12) is written as
lim
s→∞
1
xps − (x− 1)ps
∑
1≤n<ps, p 6 |n
xp
s
(1− x−1)n
nr
.
This shows that ln(p)r (z) is divided by x− x2. Let w(x) ∈ Zp[x] be defined by
1− zp
(1− z)p = x
p − (x− 1)p = 1− pw(x).
Then
ln
(p)
1 (z) = p
−1 log
(
1− zp
(1− z)p
)
= −p−1
∞∑
n=1
pnw(x)n
n
∈ Zp[x]†.
This shows ln
(p)
1 (z) ∈ (x− x2)Qp[x]†, as required in case r = 1. Let
−(x− x2)−1ln(p)1 (z) = a0 + a1x+ a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn + · · · ∈ Zp[x]†.
By (2.13) one has
ln
(p)
2 (z) = c+ x+
a1
2
x2 + · · ·+ an
n+ 1
xn+1 − · · · ∈ Qp[x]†
and hence ln
(p)
2 (z) ∈ (x − x2)Qp[x]†, as required in case r = 2. Continuing the same
argument, we obtain ln(p)r (z) ∈ (x− x2)Qp[x]† for every r. 
Remark 2.6. The proof shows that ln(p)r (z) converges on an open disk |x| < |1− ζp|.
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Definition 2.7. Let C = V [T, T−1, (1−T )−1], and σC a p-th Frobenius such that σC(T ) =
T p. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. We define the n-th polylog objectPoln(T ) ofFil-F -MIC(SpecC)
as follows.
• Poln(T )dR is a free CK-module of rank n+ 1; Poln(T )dR =
⊕n
j=0CK e−2j .
• Poln(T )rig := Poln(T )dR ⊗CK C†K .
• c is the natural isomorphism.
• Φ is the C†K-linear morphism defined by
Φ(e0) = e0 −
n∑
j=1
(−1)j ln(p)j (T )e−2j , Φ(e−2j) = p−je0, (j ≥ 1).
• ∇ is the connection defined by
∇(e0) = dT
T − 1e−2, ∇(e−2j) =
dT
T
e−2j−2, (j ≥ 1)
where e−2n−2 := 0.
• Fil• is defined byFilm Poln(T )dR =
⊕
0≤j≤−mCK e−2j . In particular, Fil
m Poln(T )dR =
Poln(T )dR ifm ≤ −n and = 0 ifm ≥ 1.
When n = 2, we also write Dilog(T ) = Pol2(T ), and call it the dilog object.
For a general S = SpecB and f ∈ B satisfying f, 1 − f ∈ B×, we define the polylog
object Poln(f) to be the pull-back u∗Poln(T ) where u : SpecB → SpecV [T, T−1, (1 −
T )−1] is given by u(T ) = f . When n = 1, Pol1(T ) coincides with the log objectLog(1−T )
in Fil-F -MIC(C).
2.4. Relative cohomology of projective cases. Now, we discuss objects in Fil-F -MIC(S)
arising as a relative cohomology of smooth morphisms (with a condition about compactifi-
cation). In this subsection, we describe the situation for projective case.
Let S = Spec(B) be a smooth affine V -scheme which can be embedded into a projective
smooth V -scheme S such that S \ S is a relative simple NCD over V . Let u : X → S =
Spec(B) be a projective smooth morphism. Then, for each i ≥ 0, we define an object
H i(X/S) = (H idR(XK/SK), H
i
rig(Xk/Sk), c,∇,Φ,Fil•) of Fil-F -MIC(S) as follows.
• H idR(XK/SK) is the i-th relative de Rham cohomology of uK , and ∇ (resp. Fil•) is
the Gauss–Manin connection (resp. the Hodge filtration) on H idR(XK/SK).
• H irig(Xk/Sk) is the relative i-th rigid cohomology of uk, andΦ is the Frobenius struc-
ture on it. Precisely, it is obtained as follows. Let S →֒ S be a projective completion
of S with S \ S a relative simple NCD over V , and let u : X → S be a projective
completion of the composite morphism X → S →֒ S. Let Ri(uk)rig,∗j†XkO]Xk[ :=
Ri]uk[∗j
†
Xk
Ω•
]Xk[/]Sk[
denote the i-th relative rigid cohomology of uk : Xk → Sk.
This has a natural structure of an overconvergent F -isocrystal on S [Ber, The´ore`me
5]. Consequently, the global sections of on ]Sk[ is a coherent B
†
K-module, we denote
it by H irig(Xk/Sk), and Φ is the Frobenius structure on it.
• c : H idR(XK/SK)⊗BK B†K → H irig(Xk/Sk) is the comparison isomorphism between
the algebraic de Rham cohomology and the rigid cohomology; the construction of
this isomorphism is given as follows.
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Firstly, the algebraic de Rham cohomology H idR(XK/SK) is isomorphic to the
module of sections of Ri]uk[∗Ω
•
]Xk[/]Sk [
on (SK)
an [A-Bal, Theorem IV.4.1]. On
the other hand, the rigid cohomology is isomorphic to the module of sections of
Ri]uk[∗j
†
Xk
Ω•
]Xk[/]Sk[
on (SK)
an. Now, the desired morphism c is obtained by taking
the sections on (SK)
an of the natural morphism
(2.14) Ri]uk[∗Ω
•
]Xk[/]Sk [
⊗ j†SkO]Sk[ −→ Ri]uk[∗j†XkΩ•]Xk[/]Sk[.
Let us check that this is an isomorphism. Because it is a morphism of coherent
j†SkO]Sk[-modules (which follows from the properness of ]uk[ and Kiehl’s theorem),
it suffices to show that its restriction to ]Sk[ is an isomorphism. Moreover, it suffices
to prove that it is an isomorphism at each stalk of ]Sk[. Then, the problem reduces
to the comparison of the (absolute) algebraic de Rham cohomology and the rigid
cohomology [G, (7)].
Note that the Gauss-Manin connection onH irig(Xk/Sk) (as a rigid cohomology) coincides
with the connection induced by the Gauss-Manin connection∇ onH idR(XK/SK) via c.
2.5. Relative cohomology of non-projective cases. We will also need the “relative coho-
mology object” for families of open varieties. We discuss it in the following situation. Let
u : U → S be a smooth morphism of smooth V -schemes of pure relative dimension, where
S has an embedding S →֒ S to a projective smooth V -scheme S with S \ S relative simple
NCD over V . Assume that there exists an open immersion U →֒ X and a projective smooth
morphism uX : X → S that extends u. We also assume thatD := X \U is a relative normal
crossing divisor with smooth components over S. Let u : X → S be a projective completion
of the composite morphismX
uX−→ S →֒ S:
(2.15) U
u

// X
uX

// X
u

S S // S.
We construct an object
H i(U/S) = (H idR(UK/SK), H
i
rig(Uk/Sk), c,∇,Φ,Fil•)
of Fil-F -MIC(S).
• H idR(UK/SK) is the i-th relative de Rham cohomology of uK , and ∇ (resp. Fil•) is
the Gauss–Manin connection (resp. the Hodge filtration) on H idR(UK/SK).
• (H irig(Uk/Sk),Φ) is the B†K-module with Frobenius structure obtained as the rela-
tive i-th relative rigid cohomology of uk. Precisely, H
i
rig(Uk/Sk) is the module of
sections of Ri(uk)rig,∗j
†O]Xk[ := R
i]uk[∗j
†
Uk
Ω•
]Xk[/]Sk[
on ]Sk[. As proved in Lemma
2.8 below, Ri(uk)rig,∗j
†O]Xk[ In fact, H
i
rig(Uk/Sk) is coherent as a B
†
K-module by
Lemma 2.8 below.
• c : H idR(UK/SK)⊗BK B†K → H irig(Uk/Sk) is the comparison isomorphism between
the algebraic de Rham cohomology and the rigid cohomology; we give a construction
of this isomorphism below.
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To claim that H i(U/S) is an object of Fil-F -MIC(S), we need to prove the coherence of
the cohomology Ri(uk)rig,∗j
†O]Xk[ = R
i]uk[∗j
†
Uk
Ω•
]Xk[/]Sk[
and to construct the comparison
isomorphism c.
To do these tasks, we need the logarithmic theory of relative de Rham cohomology and of
relative rigid cohomology. Let D be the closure of D = X \ U in X , and let X♯ := (X,D)
be the V -schemeX endowed with the logarithmic structure associated withD. Correspond-
ingly, we may define logarithmic rigid-analytic spaces X
an,♯
K and ]Xk[
♯.
Firstly, we may compare the relative log-rigid cohomology and the relative rigid cohomol-
ogy, which also allows us to prove the coherence of the relative rigid cohomology.
Lemma 2.8.We have a natural isomorphism of j†SkO]Sk[-modules
(2.16) Ri]uk[∗
(
j†XkΩ
•
]Xk[♯/]Sk[
)
∼=−−−−→ Ri]uk[∗
(
j†UkΩ
•
]Xk[/]Sk[
)
.
Moreover, the source and the target are coherent j†SkO]Sk[-modules.
Proof. The desired isomorphism is nothing but the isomorphism [Ca-T, 1.1.1] in the case that
the ambient morphism u is not necessarily smooth but smooth aroundXk [Ca-T, 1.1.2(4)].
The coherence of the source Ri]uk[∗
(
j†XkΩ
•
]Xk [♯/]Sk[
)
is proved by the argument as in the
first half of the proof of [Tz, 4.1.1]. 
Nextly, we compare the relative analytic de Rham cohomology and the relative log-rigid
cohomology as follows.
Lemma 2.9. The canonical morphism
(2.17) Ri]uk[∗Ω
•
]Xk[♯/]Sk[
⊗ j†SkO]Sk [ −→ Ri]uk[∗
(
j†XkΩ
•
]Xk[♯/]Sk[
)
is an isomorphism of j†SkO]Sk[-modules.
Proof. The proof goes similarly to the argument in the projective smooth case. Namely,
since it is a morphism of coherent j†SkO]Sk[-modules, it suffices to prove that its restriction to
]Sk[ is an isomorphism. Then, this can be checked fiber-wise and therefore we may reduce to
the absolute case. In this case, the claim is a result of Baldassarri and Chiarellotto [Bal-Ch,
Corollary 2.5]. 
Now, we are ready to get the desired comparison isomorphism. We take the global section
of the morphism (2.17) on SanK . The global section of the first tensorand of the source on S
an
K
is isomorphic to the algebraic log. de Rham cohomologyH idR(X
♯
K/SK) (the proof reduces to
the absolute case, which is [Bal-Ch, Theorem 2.1]). Thus, it is identified with the algebraic
de Rham cohomology H idR(UK/SK). The global section of the target on S
an
K is isomorphic
to the i-th rigid cohomologyH irig(Uk/Sk) by Lemma 2.8. We thus get an isomorphism
(2.18) c : H idR(UK/SK)⊗ B†K −→ H irig(Uk/Sk)
of coherent B†K-modules. This finishes the construction of the object H
i(U/S) in our situa-
tion.
To conclude this subsection, we discuss the Gysin exact sequence in Fil-F -MIC(S).
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Proposition 2.10 (Gysin exact sequence). Let u : X → S be a proper smooth morphism
of relative dimension one, let D be a divisor of X such that u|D is finite etale, and put
U := X \ D and u := u|U : U → S. In the above notation, assume that X is of relative
dimension one overS andD is a relative smooth divisor. Then, there exists an exact sequence
0→ H1(X/S)→ H1(U/S)→ H0(D/S)(−1)→ H2(X/S)→ 0.
Proof. It is a standard fact about de Rham cohomology that we have an exact sequence
0 → H1dR(XK/SK) → H1dR(UK/SK) → H0dR(DK/SK)(−1) → H2dR(XK/SK) → 0 the
morphisms in which are horizontal and compatible with respect to Fil. The relative rigid
cohomology also have a Gysin exact sequence [S, 6.1.2] compatible with Frobenius mor-
phisms. The construction shows that they are compatible with the comparison isomorphisms,
which shows the proposition. 
2.6. Extensions associated to Milnor symbols. For a commutative ring R, the r-th Milnor
K-group KMr (R) is defined to be the quotient of (R
×)⊗r by the subgroup generated by
a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ b⊗ · · · ⊗ (−b)⊗ · · · ⊗ ar, a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ b⊗ · · · ⊗ (1− b)⊗ · · · ⊗ ar.
Let U be a smooth affine V -scheme such that there is an embeddingU →֒ X into a projective
smooth V -scheme andD = X \U is a relative NCD over V . Recall from §2.2 the log object
Log(f) in Fil-F -MIC(U) for f ∈ O(U)×, and the extension (2.10) which represents the
class
[f ]U ∈ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(U)(OU ,OU(1)).
For h0, h1, . . . , hn ∈ O(U)×, we associate a (n+ 1)-extension
0 −→ OU(n+ 1) −→ Log(hn)(n) −→ · · · −→ Log(h1)(1) −→ Log(h0) −→ OU −→ 0
which represents the class
[h0]U ∪ · · · ∪ [hn]U ∈ Extn+1Fil-F -MIC(U)(OU ,OU(n + 1)).
It is a standard argument to show that the above cup-product is additive with respect to each
hi, so that we have an additive map
(O(U)×)⊗n+1 −→ Extn+1Fil-F -MIC(U)(OU ,OU(n+ 1)).
Proposition 2.11. [f ]U ∪ [f ]U = 0 for f ∈ O(U)× and [f ]U ∪ [1−f ]U = 0 for f ∈ O(U)×
such that 1− f ∈ O(U)×. Hence the homomorphism
KMn+1(O(U)) −→ Extn+1Fil-F -MIC(U)(OU ,OU(n+ 1)), {h0, . . . , hn} 7→ [h0]U ∪ · · · ∪ [hn]U
is well-defined (note Log(−f) = Log(f) by definition).
Proof. To prove this, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that we may assume U = SpecV [T, T−1]
and f = T for the vanishing [f ]U ∪ [f ]U = 0 and U = SpecV [T, (T − T 2)−1] and f = T for
the vanishing [f ]U ∪ [1− f ]U = 0.
We show the latter. Let C = V [T, (T − T 2)−1] and U = SpecC. Recall the dilog object
D := Dilog(T ) which has a unique increasing filtrationW• (as an object of Fil-F -MIC(U))
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that satisfies
WjDdR =

0 if j ≤ −5,
CKe−4 if j = −4,−3,
CKe−4 ⊕ CKe−2 if j = −2,−1,
Dilog(T )dR if j ≥ 0
and the filtration Fil• onWjDdR is given to be Fil
iWjDdR = WjDdR ∩ FiliDdR. Then, it is
straightforward to check that W−4 ∼= OU(2),W−2 ∼= Log(T )(1),W0/W−4 ∼= Log(1 − T )
andW0/W−2 ∼= OU . Thus, [T ]U ∪ [1− T ]U is realized by the extension
0 −→W−4 −→W−2 −→ W0/W−4 −→W0/W−2 −→ 0.
Consider a commutative diagram
(2.19) 0 // OU(2)
id // OU(2)
0 // OU
id // OU // 0
0 // OU(2)
ι // OU(2)⊕W−2 π2 //
π1
OO
add

W0 //

π3
OO
OU // 0
0 // W−4 // W−2 // W0/W−4 // OU // 0,
where ι is the first inclusion, π1 is the first projection, π2 is the composition with the second
projection and the inclusion W−2 →֒ W0, π3 is the quotient W0 → W0/W−2 ∼= OU , and
add: (x, y) 7→ x+ y. The above diagram shows the vanishing [T ]U ∪ [1− T ]U = 0.
The proof of the vanishing [T ]U ∪ [T ]U = 0 goes in a smilar way by replacing Dilog(T )
with Sym2 Log(T ). 
Let f : U → S be as in the beginning of §2.5. Suppose that U and S are affine. Let n be
an integer, and let h0, . . . , hn ∈ O(U)×. Suppose Filn+1Hn+1(U/S) = 0. Then we define
an object
M(U/S)h0,...,hn
in Fil-F -MIC(U) in the following way. Let Mh0,...,hn be the complex
Log(hn)(n) −→ · · · −→ Log(h1)(1) −→ Log(h0)
in Fil-F -MIC(U) where the first term placed in degree 0, which fits into a distinguished
triangle
0 −→ OU(n) −→ Mh0,...,hn −→ OU [−n] −→ 0
in the derived category of Fil-F -MIC(U). Let Mh0,...,hn,dR denote the de Rham relaization.
This can be seen as a complex of mixed Hodge modules by M. Saito [Sa2]. Therefore the de
Rham cohomology
M(U/S)h0,...,hn,dR := H
n
dR(UK/SK ,MdR,h0,...,hn) = H
n
dR(UK ,Ω
•
UK/SK
⊗Mh0,...,hn,dR)
carries the Hodge filtration which we write by Fil•. There is an exact sequence
0 −→ HndR(UK/SK) −→M(U/S)h0,...,hn,dR −→ OSK δ−→ Hn+1dR (UK/SK).
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It follows from the Hodge theory that Im(δ) ⊂ Filn+1Hn+1dR (UK/SK) = 0. Hence we have
an exact sequence
0 −→ HndR(UK/SK) −→M(U/S)h0,...,hn,dR −→ OSK −→ 0.
In particularM(U/S)h0,...,hn,dR is locally free, so that it carries also the integrable connection
∇. The strictness with respect to Fil• follows from the fact that the above can be seen as
an exact sequence of variations of mixed Hodge structures, again by the theory of Hodge
modules [Sa1], [Sa2].
Let Mh0,...,hn,rig be the corresponding complex in F -MIC(U
†
K) to Mh0,...,hn which can be
seen as a complex of F -isocrystals. We define
M(U/S)h0,...,hn,rig := H
1
rig(Uk/Sk,Mh0,...,hn,rig).
The comparison isomorphism
c : M(U/S)h0,...,hn,dR ⊗BK B†K
∼=−−−−→ M(U/S)h0,...,hn,rig
is given in the following way. Firstly, there are canonical homomorphisms
H idR(UK/SK ,Mh0,...,hn,dR)⊗BK B†K −→ H irig(Uk/Sk,Mh0,...,hn,rig).
We see that they are bijective for all i. It is enough to show the bijectivity for each term
of the complex Mh0,...,hn , namely Log(hi)(i). Since Log(f) is an extension of Tate objects
(see (2.10)), one can further reduce it to the case of Tate objects OU(r) and then this follows
by (2.18).
We have constructed an objectMh0,...,hn(U/S) in Fil-F -MIC(S) which fits into the exact
sequence
(2.20) 0 −→ Hn(U/S)(2) −→Mh0,...,hn(U/S) −→ OS −→ 0.
The extension class (2.20) is additive with respect to each hi (one can show this in the same
way as the proof of bi-additivity of [h0]U ∪ · · · ∪ [hn]U , but based on the theory of mixed
Hodge modules concerning the strictness of the filtrations, and on the theory of relative rigid
cohomology concerning the comparison), so that we have a homomorphism
(2.21) (O(U)×)⊗n+1 −→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S)(OS, Hn(U/S)(n+ 1)).
Proposition 2.12. Suppose Filn+1Hn+1dR (U/S) = 0. Then the homomorphism (2.21) fac-
tors through the MilnorK-group, so that we have a map
(2.22) [−]U/S : KMn+1(O(U)×) −→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S)(OS, Hn(U/S)(n+ 1))
which we call the symbol map for U/S.
Remark 2.13. If it were possible to define a natural projection
Extn+1(OU ,OU(n + 1)) −→ Ext1(OS, Hn(U/S)(n+ 1))
under the assumptionHn+1(U/S) = 0, then the objectMh0,...,hn(U/S) should correspond to
the class [h0]U ∪ · · · ∪ [hn]U , and hence Proposition 2.12 would be immediate from Proposi-
tion 2.11. However this is impossible since we do not take into consideration the boundary
conditions such as admissibility etc. for constructing our category. We need to prove Propo-
sition 2.12 independently while almost same argument works as well.
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Proof. Write the homomorphism (2.21) by ρ˜. It is enough to show the following.
ρ˜(h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ · · · ⊗ hn) = 0, ρ˜(h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f ⊗ (1− f)⊗ · · · ⊗ hn) = 0.
We show the latter. Let f ∈ O(U)× such that 1− f ∈ O(U)×. Let u : U → SpecV [T, (T −
T 2)−1] be the morphism given by u∗T = f . Recall the diagram (2.19), and take the pull-back
by u. It follows that
0→ OU(n+1)→
M︷ ︸︸ ︷
Log(hn)→ · · · → Log(f)(i+ 1)→ Log(f)(i)→ · · · → Log(h0)→ OU → 0
is equivalent to
0→ OU(n+ 1)→
M ′︷ ︸︸ ︷
Log(hn)→ · · · → OU(i+ 2) 0→ OU(i)→ · · · → Log(h0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
N
→ OU → 0
as (n + 1)-extension in Fil-F -MIC(U). This implies that M is quasi-isomorphic to M ′ as
mixed Hodge modules or F -isocrystals. Hence N gives rise to a splitting of
0 −→ Hn(U/S)(2) −→Mh0,...,f,1−f,...,hn(U/S) −→ OS −→ 0.
This completes the proof of ρ˜(h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f ⊗ (1− f)⊗ · · · ⊗ hn) = 0.
To see ρ˜(h0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ f ⊗ f ⊗ · · · ⊗ hn) = 0, we consider the similar diagram to (2.19)
obtained from Sym2 Log(T ). Then the rest is the same. 
2.7. Explicit formula. Let
U
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅
⊂ // X

D
⊃oo
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
S
be as in the beginning of §2.5, where D = X \ U is a relative NCD over S. Suppose that U
and S are affine, and writeA = O(U) andB = O(S). We fix p-th Frobenius endomorphisms
ϕ and σ on A† and B† respectively.
Let n ≥ 0 be an integer. Suppose that Filn+1Hn+1dR (UK/SK) = 0. Recall the maps
KMn+1(A)
[−]U/S−→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S)(OS, Hn(U/S)(n+ 1)) (2.6)−→ H1(S (Hn(U/S)(n+ 1))).
Note that the last cohomology group is{
(ω, ξ) ∈ (Ω1BK ⊗ FilnHndR(UK/SK))⊕ (B†K ⊗HndR(UK/SK)) ∣∣∣∣(1− ϕn+1)ω = dξ, d(ω) = 0}
where ϕi := p
−iϕ and d is the differential map induced from the Gauss-Manin connection
as in (2.2). Let
(2.23)
Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S)(OS, H
n(U/S)(n+ 1))
φσ
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱❱
❱❱
ψ
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
Ω1BK ⊗ FilnHndR(UK/SK) B†K ⊗HndR(UK/SK)
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be the compositions of (2.6) and the projections (ω, ξ) 7→ ω and (ω, ξ) 7→ ξ respectively.
The map ψ agrees with the map (2.4), and hence it does not depend on σ, while so does φσ.
We put
(2.24) DU/S := ψ ◦ [−]U/S, reg(σ)U/S := φσ ◦ [−]U/S .
The purpose of this section is to give an explicit description of these maps.
Theorem 2.14. Suppose Filn+1Hn+1dR (UK/SK) = 0. Let ξ = {h0, . . . , hn} ∈ KMn+1(A).
Then
(2.25) DU/S(ξ) = (−1)n dh0
h0
∧ dh1
h1
∧ · · · ∧ dhn
hn
,
(2.26)
reg
(σ)
U/S(ξ) = (−1)n
n∑
i=0
(−1)ip−1 log
(
hpi
hϕi
)(
dh0
h0
)ϕ1
∧· · ·∧
(
dhi−1
hi−1
)ϕ1
∧dhi+1
hi+1
∧· · ·∧dhn
hn
.
Here one can think (2.25) of being an element of
Ω1BK ⊗ FilnHndR(UK/SK) = Ω1BK ⊗ Γ (XK ,ΩnXK/SK (logDK))
in the following way. Let Ω˜•XK (logDK) := Ω
•
XK
(logDK)/Im(Ω
2
SK
⊗Ω•−2XK (logDK)) which
fits into the exact sequence
0 −→ Ω1SK ⊗ Ωi−1XK/SK (logDK) −→ Ω˜iXK (logDK) −→ ΩiXK/SK (logDK) −→ 0.
We think (2.25) of being an element of Γ (XK , Ω˜
n+1
XK
(logDK)). However, sinceFil
nHndR(UK/SK) =
0 by the assumption, it turns out to be an element of
Γ (XK ,Ω
1
SK
⊗ ΩnXK/SK (logDK)) = Ω1BK ⊗ Γ (XK ,ΩnXK/SK (logDK)).
Proof. In this proof, we omit to write the symbol “∧”. Let
0 −→ HndR(U/S)(n+ 1) ι−→Mξ(U/S) −→ OS −→ 0
be the associated extension to ξ in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ). Let eξ ∈ Fil0Mξ(U/S)dR be the unique
lifting of 1 ∈ O(SK). Then
(2.27) ι(DU/S(ξ)) = ∇(eξ), ι(reg(σ)U/S(ξ)) = (1− Φ)eξ
by definition (see also (2.9)) where∇ and Φ are the data inMξ(U/S) ∈ Fil-F -MIC(S, σ).
We first write down the term Mξ(U/S) explicitly. Write li := p
−1 log(hpi /h
ϕ
i ). Let
{ei,0, ei,−2} be the basis of L og(hi)(i) such that Fil−i Log(hi)(i)dR = AKei,0 and
∇(ei,0) = dhi
hi
ei,−2, Φ(ei,0) = p
−iei,0 − p−iliei,−2, Φ(ei,−2) = p−i−1ei,−2.
Recall the (n+ 1)-extension
0→ OU(n+ 1)→ L og(hn)(n)→ · · · → L og(h1)(1)→ L og(h0)→ OU → 0.
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Let (T •AK/BK , D) be the total complex of the double complex Ω
•
AK/BK
⊗ L og(h⋆)dR. In
more down-to-earth manner, we have
T qAK/BK :=
d⊕
i=0
ΩiAK/BK ⊗L og(hi−q)(i− q)dR, q ∈ Z
where we denote L og(hj)(j) := 0 if j < 0 or j > n, and the differential D : T q → T q+1 is
defined by
D(ωi ⊗ xj) = dωi ⊗ xj + (−1)iωi ∧∇(xj) + (−1)iωi ⊗ π(xj)
for ωi ⊗ xj ∈ ΩiAK/BK ⊗L og(hj)(j)dR, where π : L og(hi)(i)→ AKei,0 is the projection.
We have the exact sequence
0 // Ω•+nAK/BK
// T •AK/BK
// Ω•AK/BK
// 0
where the first arrow is induced from OUK
∼= OUKed,−2 →֒ L og(hd)dR, the second arrow
induced from the projection L og(h0)dR → OUKe0,0 ∼= OUK , and the differential on Ω•+nAK/BK
is the usual differential operator d (not (−1)nd). Let (TA†K/B†K , D) be defined in the same
way by replacing Ω•AK/BK with Ω
•
A†K/B
†
K
. Then
Mξ(U/S)dR = H
0(T •AK/BK ), Mξ(U/S)rig = H
0(T •
A†K/B
†
K
)
and we have an exact sequence
0 // Hn(U/S)(n+ 1) // Mξ(U/S) // OS // 0
in Fil-F -MIC(S, σ).
Before going to the proof of Theorem 2.14, we give an explicit description of eξ in (2.27).
Put
ω0 := 1, ωi :=
dh0
h0
dh1
h1
· · · dhi−1
hi−1
∈ ΩiAK/BK (1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1).
However we note that ωn+1 = ωn ∧ dhn
hn
= 0 as ωn ∈ Filn+1Hn+1dR (UK/SK) = 0. We claim
(2.28) eξ =
n∑
i=0
ωiei,0 ∈ T 0AK/BK .
Indeed it is a direct computation to show D(eξ) = 0. We see eξ ∈ Fil0Mξ(U/S)dR in
the following way. Let j : UK →֒ XK . We think T •AK/BK of being a complex of OUK -
modules. Let Fil0 Log(hi)XK = OXKei,0, Fil
k Log(hi)XK = OXKei,0+OXKei,−2 for k < 0,
Filk Log(hi)XK = 0 for k > 0, and put
FilkT qU/S =
d⊕
i=0
ΩiXK/SK (logDK)⊗ Filk−qL og(hi−q)XK ⊂ j∗T qAK/BK
locally free OXK -modules. Then
F kMξ(U/S)dR = Γ (XK ,Fil
kT •U/S).
Therefore eξ ∈ Fil0Mξ(U/S)dR.
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We prove (2.26). Apply 1− Φ on (2.28). We have
(2.29) (1−Φ)eξ =
n∑
i=0
ωiei,0−ϕi(ωi)(ei,0− liei,−2) =
n∑
i=0
(1−ϕi)(ωi)ei,0+ liϕi(ωi)ei,−2.
Put
Q0 := l0, Qk :=
k∑
i=0
(−1)ili
(
dh0
h0
)ϕ1
· · ·
(
dhi−1
hi−1
)ϕ1 dhi+1
hi+1
· · · dhk
hk
(1 ≤ k ≤ n).
A direct calculation yields
dQk = (1− ϕk+1)
(
dh0
h0
· · · dhk
hk
)
= (1− ϕk+1)(ωk+1).
It follows
D(Qkek+1,0)
= (1− ϕk+1)(ωk+1)ek+1,0 + (−1)kQk dhk+1
hk+1
ek+1,−2 + (−1)kQkek,−2
= (1− ϕk+1)(ωk+1)ek+1,0 + (−1)k(Qk+1 − (−1)k+1lk+1ϕk+1(ωk+1))ek+1,−2 + (−1)kQkek,−2
= [(1− ϕk+1)(ωk+1)ek+1,0 + lk+1ϕk+1(ωk+1)ek+1,−2] + (−1)kQkek,−2 − (−1)k+1Qk+1ek+1,−2
for 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. Hence
D
(
n−1∑
k=0
Qkek+1,0
)
= (1− Φ)(eξ)− l0e0,−2 + (−1)n(1− ϕn+1)(η)en,−2 +Q0e0,−2 − (−1)nQnen,−2
= (1− Φ)(eξ)− (−1)nQnen,−2
by (2.29). This shows (cf. (2.27))
reg
(σ)
U/S(ξ) = (−1)nQn = (−1)n
n∑
i=0
(−1)ili
(
dh0
h0
)ϕ1
· · ·
(
dhi−1
hi−1
)ϕ1 dhi+1
hi+1
· · · dhn
hn
as required.
We prove (2.25). Note that DU/S(ξ) is characterized by DU/S(ξ)en,−2 = ∇(eξ) where ∇
is the Gauss-Manin connection onMξ(U/S)dR (cf. (2.27)). Let T
•
AK
be the complex defined
in the same way as T •AK/BK by replacing Ω
•
AK/BK
with Ω•AK . Let
ω˜0 := 1, ω˜i :=
dh0
h0
dh1
h1
· · · dhi−1
hi−1
∈ ΩiAK (1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1),
and e˜ξ :=
∑n
i=0 ω˜
iei,0 ∈ T 0AK . Then
D(e˜ξ) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)i
(
dh0
h0
· · · dhi
hi
ei,−2 +
dh0
h0
· · · dhi−1
hi−1
ei−1,−2
)
= (−1)ndh0
h0
· · · dhn
hn
en,−2
and this shows (cf. (2.25)),
(2.30) ∇(eξ) = (−1)ndh0
h0
· · · dhn
hn
en,−2 ∈ Ω1BK ⊗ Γ (XK ,ΩnXK/SK (logDK))en,−2
as required. 
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3. COMPARISON WITH THE SYNTOMIC SYMBOL MAPS
In this section we compare our symbol maps [−]U/S introduced in §2.6 with the symbol
maps to the log syntomic cohomology. We refer to Kato’s article [Ka3] for the formu-
lation and terminology of log schemes. We denote the log de Rham complex by ω•X/Y
for a morphism f : (X,MX) → (Y,MY ) of log schemes (loc. cit. (1.7)). We write
(Xn,MXn) := (X,MX)⊗ Z/pnZ.
3.1. Log syntomic cohomology. We work over a fine log scheme (S, L), flat over Z(p). We
endow the DP-structure γ on I = pOS compatible with the canonical DP-structure on pZ(p).
Proposition 3.1 ([Ts2, Corollary 1.11]). Let (Yn,Mn) be a fine log scheme over (Sn, Ln).
Let (Yn,Mn) →֒ (Zn, Nn) be an (Sn, Ln)-closed immersion. Assume that (Zn, Nn) has
p-bases over (Sn, Ln) locally in the sense of [Ts2, Definition 1.4]. Let (Dn,MDn) be the
DP-envelope of (Yn,Mn) in (Zn, Nn). Let J
[r]
Dn
⊂ OZn be the r-th DP-ideal of Dn. Then the
complex
J
[r−•]
Dn
⊗ ω•Zn/Sn
of sheaves on (Dn)e´t = (Yn)e´t does not depend on the embedding (Yn,Mn) →֒ (Zn, Nn). In
particular if (Yn,Mn) has p-bases over (Sn, Ln) locally, then the natural morphism
(3.1) J
[r−•]
Dn
⊗ ω•Zn/Sn −→ ω•≥rYn/Sn
is a quasi-isomorphism.
Concerning p-bases of log schemes, the following result is sufficient in most cases.
Lemma 3.2 ([Ts2, Lemma 1.5]). If f : (X,MX) → (Y,MY ) is a smooth morphism of
fine log schemes over Z/pnZ, then f has p-bases locally.
Following [Ts2, §2], we say a collection {(Xn,MX,n, in)}n (abbreviated to {(Xn,MX,n)}n)
an adic inductive system of fine log schemes, where (Xn,MX,n) are fine log schemes over
Z/pnZ, and in : (Xn,MX,n)→ (Xn+1,MX,n+1)⊗ Z/pnZ are isomorphisms.
Let {(Yn,Mn)}n →֒ {(Zn, Nn)}n be an exact closed immersion of adic inductive systems
of fine log schemes over {(Sn, Ln)}n. We consider the following conditions.
Condition 3.3. (1) For each n ≥ 1, (Zn, Nn) has p-bases over (Sn, Ln) locally,
(2) Let (Dn,MDn) → (Zn, Nn) be the DP-envelopes of (Yn,Mn) compatible with the
DP-structure on (Sn, Ln), and J
[r]
Dn
⊂ ODn be the r-th DP-ideal. Then J [r]Dn is flat
over Z/pnZ and J
[r]
Dn+1
⊗ Z/pnZ ∼= J [r]Dn .
Suppose that there is a compatible system σ = {σn : (Sn, Ln) → (Sn, Ln)}n of p-th
Frobenius endomorphisms.
Condition 3.4. There is a hypercovering {Y ⋆n }n → {Yn}n in the etale topology which ad-
mits an embedding {(Y ⋆n ,M⋆n)}n →֒ {(Z⋆n, N⋆n)}n into an adic inductive system of simplicial
log schemes over {(Sn, Ln)}n, such that each {(Y νn ,Mνn)}n →֒ {(Zνn, Nνn)}n satisfies Con-
dition 3.3, and there is a p-th Frobenius {ϕνZn : (Zνn , Nνn) → (Zνn, Nνn)}n compatible with
σ.
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Let (Y,M) = {(Yn,Mn)}n → {(Sn, Ln)} together with the p-th Frobenius σ on (S, L)
satisfy Condition 3.4. We define the log syntomic complexes according to the construction
in [Ts2, p.539–541]1. Let r ≥ 0 be an integer. Let (Dνn,MDνn) → (Zνn, Nνn) be the DP-
envelopes of (Y νn ,M
ν
n) compatible with the DP-structure on (Sn, Ln), and J
[r]
Dνn
⊂ ODνn be
the r-th DP-ideal. Let
J
[r]
n,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L) := J
[r−•]
Dνn
⊗ ω•Zνn/Sn
be the complex of sheaves on (Dν1)e´t = (Y
ν
1 )e´t. We also write
On,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L) = J
[0]
n,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L).
If r < p, then there is the well-defined morphism
ϕνr : J
[r]
n,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L) −→ On,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L)
satisfying prϕνr = (ϕ
ν
Zn)
∗ (cf. [Ts2, p.540]). It follows from Proposition 3.1 that one can
“glue” the complexes J
[r]
n,(Y ν ,Mν),(Zν ,Nν)/(S,L) so that we have a complex
(3.2) J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L)
in the derived category of sheaves on (Y1)e´t ([Ts2, p.541], see also [Ka2, Remark(1.8)]).
Moreover the Frobenius ϕνr are also glued as σ is fixed (this can be shown by the same
argument as in [Ka2, p.212]), we have
ϕr : J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L) −→ On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L).
Then we define the log syntomic complex Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ) to be the mapping fiber
of
1− ϕr : J[r]n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L) −→ On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L).
In more down-to-earth manner, the degree q-component of Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ) is
(J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L))
q ⊕ (On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L))q−1
and the differential maps are given by (α, β) 7→ (dα, (1− ϕd+1)α− dβ). We define the log
syntomic cohomology
H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Z/p
n(r)) := H ie´t(Y1,Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ)),
H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Zp(r)) := lim←−
n
H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Z/p
n(r)).
We write σ in the notation since they depend on σ.
Let (Y ′,M ′)→ (S ′, L′, σ′) satisfy Condition 3.4, and let
(Y ′,M ′)

f // (Y,M)

(S ′, L′) // (S, L)
1Tsuji [Ts2] defined the log syntomic complexes only in case S = SpecZp with trivial log structure. How-
ever the same construction works in general as long as σ is fixed.
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be a commutative diagram of fine log schemes in which σ and σ′ are compatible. Then there
is the pull-back
f ∗ : H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Z/p
n(r)) −→ H isyn((Y ′,M ′)/(S ′, L′, σ′),Z/pn(r)).
Proposition 3.5. Let 0 ≤ r < p. Suppose that (Y,M) → (S, L) is smooth. Let Φr :
H izar(Yn, ω
•≥r
Yn/Sn
)→ H izar(Yn, ω•Yn/Sn) be the σ-linear map induced from ϕr. Then there is an
exact sequence
· · · −→H i−1zar (Yn, ω•≥rYn/Sn)
1−Φr−→ H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Sn) −→
H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Z/p
n(r)) −→H izar(Yn, ω•≥rYn/Sn)
1−Φr−→ H izar(Yn, ω•Yn/Sn) −→ · · ·
Proof. Since (Y,M) → (S, L) is smooth, it has p-bases locally by Lemma 3.2. Therefore
the natural morphism (3.1) is a quasi-isomorphism, and the exact sequence follows. 
If S = SpecV with V a p-adically complete discrete valuation ring and Y → S is proper,
the exact sequence in Proposition 3.5 remains true after talking the projective limit with
respect to n. Indeed, each term is a V/pnV -module of finite length, so that the Mittag-Lefler
condition holds. The author does not know whether it is true for general (S, L).
We attach the following lemma which we shall often use.
Lemma 3.6. For a ring A, let A∧ := lim←−A/p
nA denote the p-adic completion. Let (S, L)
be a fine log scheme flat over Z(p) such that S is affine and noetherian. Let (Y,M)→ (S, L)
be a smooth morphism of fine log schemes such that Y → S is proper. Let (Yn,Mn) =
(Y,M)⊗ Z/pnZ and (Sn, Ln) = (S, L)⊗ Z/pnZ. Then
O(S)∧ ⊗O(S) H izar(Y, ω•≥kY/S)
∼=−→ lim←−
n
H izar(Yn, ω
•≥k
Yn/Sn
)
for any k. Note that O(S)∧ is a noetherian ring ([A-M, Theorem 10.26]).
Proof. For an abelian group M and an integer n, we denote by M [n] the kernel of the
multiplication by n. An exact sequence
0 −→ ω•≥kY/S
pn−→ ω•≥kY/S −→ ω•≥kYn/Sn −→ 0
gives rise to an exact sequence
0 −→ H izar(Y, ω•≥kY/S)/pn −→ H izar(Yn, ω•≥kYn/Sn) −→ H i+1zar (Y, ω•≥kY/S)[pn] −→ 0
of finitely generated O(S)-modules as Y → S is proper. Therefore the assertion is reduced
to show that, for any p-torion free noetherian ring A and any finitely generated A-module
M ,
(3.3) A∧ ⊗A M
∼=−→ lim←−
n
M/pnM
where the transition mapM/pn+1 → M/pn is the natural surjection, and
(3.4) lim←−
n
M [pn] = 0
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where the transition map M [pn+1] → M [pn] is multiplication by p. The isomorphism (3.3)
is well-known ([A-M, Prop. 10.13]). We show (3.4). Let
0 −→M1 −→ M2 −→M3 −→ 0
be any exact sequence of finitely generated A-modules. Then
0→M1[pn]→M2[pn]→ M3[pn]→ M1/pn →M2/pn → M3/pn → 0.
Suppose thatM2[p
n] = 0 for all n. Then, by taking the projective limit, we have
0 // lim←−nM3[pn] // lim←−n(M1/pn) // lim←−n(M2/pn)
A∧ ⊗A M1 //
∼=
OO
A∧ ⊗A M2.
∼=
OO
Since A → A∧ is flat ([A-M, Prop. 10.14]), the bottom arrow is injective and hence the
vanishing lim←−nM3[p
n] = 0 follows. For the proof of (3.4), apply M3 = M and M2 a free
B-module of finite rank.

3.2. Syntomic symbolmaps. We review syntomic symbolmaps ([F-M, p.205], [Ka2, Chap-
ter I §3], [Ts1, §2.2], [Ts2, p.542]). Let (Y,M) be a fine log scheme which is flat over Zp.
We write (Yn,Mn) = (Y,M)⊗Z/pnZ as before. Suppose that {(Yn,Mn)}n → SpecZ/pnZ
satisfies Condition 3.4 where SpecZ/pnZ is endowed with the trivial log structure, the iden-
tity as the Frobenius and the canonical DP-structure on pZ/pnZ. For a sheaf M of monoid,
we denote byMgp the associated sheaf of abelian group.
For 0 ≤ r < p, there is the natural map
(3.5) Γ (Yn,M
gp
n+1) −→ H1syn((Y,M),Z/pn(1))
where we omit to write “/(SpecZ/pnZ, (Z/pnZ)×, id)” in the notation of the syntomic co-
homology or syntomic complexes in below. This is defined in the following way. We define
the complex Cn as
Cn :=
(
1 + JDn −→ MgpDn
)
(1 + JDn is placed in degree 0),
whereMgpDn denotes the associated sheaf of abelian groups. We define the map of complexes
s : Cn+1 −→ Sn(1)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)
as the map
s0 : 1 + J
[1]
Dn+1
−→ J [1]Dn, a 7−→ log(a)
in degree 0, and the map
s1 : MgpDn+1 −→
(
ODn ⊗OZn ω1Zn
)⊕ODn
b 7−→ (dlog(b), p−1 log(bpϕn+1(b)−1))
in degree 1Hereϕn+1(b)b
−p belongs to 1+pODn+1 and the logarithm p
−1 log(bpϕn+1(b)
−1) ∈
ODn is well-defined. One easily verifies that the maps s
0 and s1 yield a map of complexes.
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Since there is a natural quasi-isomorphism Cn+1 ∼= Mgpn+1[1], the map s induces a morphism
([Ts1, (2.2.3)])
Mgpn+1[1] −→ Sn(1)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)
in the derived category, and hence (3.5) is obtained.
Now suppose that M is defined by a divisor D ⊂ Y . Let U := Y \ D. Then we have
Mgp = j∗O
×
U , and obtain a map
(3.7) O(Un+1)
× −→ H1syn((Y,M),Z/pn(1)).
This map and the product structure of syntomic cohomology give rise to a map
(3.8) [−]syn : KMr (O(Un+1)) −→ Hrsyn((Y,M),Z/pn(r))
for 0 ≤ r ≤ p− 1 (cf. [Ka1, Proposition 3.2]), which we call the syntomic symbol map.
3.3. Comparison of Symbol maps for U/S with Syntomic symbol maps. In this section
we work over the Witt ring W of a perfect field of characteristic p endowed with the p-th
Frobenius FW . Let (SpecW,W
×) be the log scheme with trivial log structure, which we
simply denote by SpecW (or W ). We omit to write “/(SpecW,W×, FW )” in the notation
of syntomic complexes or syntomic cohomology, so that we abbreviate to J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆),
On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆),Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆),H
i
syn((Y,M),Z/p
n(r)) andH isyn((Y,M),Zp(r)) as long
as there is no fear of confusion. We write (Xn,MXn) = (X,MX) ⊗ Z/pnZ for a fine log
scheme (X,MX) overW as before.
Let (S, L) be a fine log scheme flat over W such that S is affine and noetherian and
(S, L) has p-bases overW locally in the sense of [Ts2, Definition 1.4]. We keep in mind the
following cases.
(i) S = SpecW [[t]] and L is the log structure defined by the divisorT = SpecW [[t]]/(t).
σ = {σn : (∆n, Ln) → (∆n, Ln)}n is the system of FW -linear maps given by
σ(t) = ctp with a fixed element c ∈ 1 + pW .
(ii) Let S be a projective smooth W -scheme, and T ∪ E ⊂ S a relative NCD over W .
Let S := S \E and L the log structure defined by T ∩ S. Let σ = {σn : (Sn, Ln)→
(Sn, Ln)}n be a system of p-th Frobenius endomorphisms compatible with FW .
Theorem 3.7. Let 0 ≤ r < p be an integer. Let (Y,M) be a fine log scheme which is
smooth over (S, L). Let
ω˜•Yn/Wn := ω
•
Yn/Wn/Im(ω
2
Sn/Wn ⊗ ω•−2Yn/Wn).
This fits into an exact sequence
0 −→ ω1Sn/Wn ⊗ ω•−1Yn/Sn −→ ω˜•Yn/Wn −→ ω•Yn/Sn −→ 0
which gives rise to the Gauss-Manin connection
∇ : H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Sn) −→ ω1Sn/Wn ⊗H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Sn).
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Suppose that H i−1zar (Yn, ω
•≥r
Yn/Sn
) = 0 andH izar(Yn, ω
•≥r
Yn/Sn
) = 0. Then the diagram
(3.9) H isyn((Y,M),Z/p
n(r)) //

H izar(Yn, ω˜
•≥r
Yn/Wn
)
H isyn((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Z/p
n(r)) ω1Sn/Wn ⊗H i−1zar (Yn, ω•≥r−1Yn/Sn )
∼=
OO
1−Φ1⊗Φr−1

H i−1zar (Yn, ω
•
Yn/Sn
)
∼=
OO
∇ // ω1Sn/Wn ⊗H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Sn)
is commutative where the isomorphisms follow from the assumption together with Proposi-
tion 3.5.
Proof. In this proof, we simply write
J•Z := J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆), O
•
Z := On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆),
J•Z/S := J
[r]
n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L), O
•
Z/S := On,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L)
O•Y := ω
•
Yn/Wn, O
•
Y/S := ω
•
Yn/Sn ,
see §3.1 for the definition of J[r]n,(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L) etc. Note that all of the natural maps
O•Z → OY , O•Z/S → O•Y/S, J•Z → ω•≥rY , J•Z/S → ω•≥rY/S
are quasi-isomorphisms by Proposition 3.1 (3.1). Recall that the syntomic complexes are
Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆) = J
•
Z ⊕O•−1Z , Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ) = J•Z/S ⊕O•−1Z/S
and the differetial maps are given by (α, β) 7→ (dα, (1 − ϕd+1)α − dβ). Let N• be the
mapping cone of the inclusionO•−1Z/S → Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ), β 7→ (0, β). Explicitly
N q = JqZ/S ⊕Oq−1Z/S ⊕OqZ/S
and the differential is given by (α, β, β ′) 7→ (dα, (1−ϕd+1)α− dβ− β ′, dβ ′). Let S• be the
mapping fiber of the composition J•Z ⊕O•−1Z → J•Z/S ⊕O•−1Z/S → N•. Explicitly
Sq = JqZ ⊕Oq−1Z ⊕ Jq−1Z/S ⊕Oq−2Z/S ⊕Oq−1Z/S
and the differential is given by
(3.10)
(α1, β1, α2, β2, β3) 7→ (dα1, (1−ϕd+1)α1−dβ1, α1−dα2, (1−ϕd+1)α2+dβ2+β1+β3,−dβ3).
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We have a commutative diagram (“commutative” means commutative up to homotopy)
(3.11) S• //
p

Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)

// N•
O•−1Z/S
//
p′

Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ) // N•
O•−1Y/S
where p is given by (α1, β1, α2, β2, β3) 7→ −β3, and p′ is the natural map. Let J˜•Z be the
mapping cone of ω2Sn/Wn ⊗ J
[r−2]
n,(Y,M),(Z,N)/(S,L) → J[r]n,(Y,M),(Z,N)/(S,L) = J•Z , and let O˜•Z be
defined similarly. the mapping cone of ω2Sn/Wn ⊗ O•Z → O•Z . Put O˜•Y := ω˜•Y ⋆n /Wn . Let
E•Z/S , L
•
Z/S and L
•
Y/S be the mapping fibers of J˜
•
Z → J•Z/S , O˜•Z → O•Z/S and O˜•Y → O•Y/S
respectively,
E
q
Z/S = J˜
q
Z ⊕ Jq−1Z/S, LqZ/S = O˜qZ ⊕Oq−1Z/S, LqY/S = O˜qY ⊕Oq−1Y/S
where the differential maps are given by (α1, α2) 7→ (dα1, α1−dα2). ThenSn(r)(Y,M) → J˜Z
extends to a morphism
i : S• −→ E•Z , (α1, β1, α2, β2, β3) 7−→ (α1, α2)
by (3.10). Let j : O•−1Y/S → LY/S be the natural map given by α 7→ (0, α). Let k : E•Z/S → J˜Z
be the natural map (α, β) 7→ α. We have a diagram
(3.12) S•

i
$$
p

Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)

// J˜•Z E
•
Z/Sk
oo
1−ϕr

O•−1Z/S
//
p′

Sn(r)(Y,M),(Z⋆,N⋆)/(S,L,σ) L
•
Z/S
p′

O•−1Y/S
j // L•Y/S
where p′ are the natural maps. The Gauss-Manin connection ∇ in the diagram (3.9) is
represented by j. The map k represents the isomorphism ω1Sn/Wn ⊗ H i−1zar (Yn, ω•≥r−1Yn/Sn )
∼→
H izar(Yn, ω˜
•≥r
Yn/Wn
). The composition p′ ◦ (1− ϕr) represents the homomorphism
1− ϕ1 ⊗ ϕr−1 : ω1Sn/Wn ⊗H i−1zar (Yn, ω•≥r−1Yn/Sn )→ ω1Sn/Wn ⊗H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Sn).
By the assumption of H i−1(ω•≥rYn/Sn) = H
i(ω•≥rYn/Sn) = 0, the isomorphism
H ie´t(Y1, S
•)
∼=−→ H isyn((Y,M),Z/pn(r))
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follows. Hence i represents the arrow H isyn((Y,M),Z/p
n(r)) → H izar(Yn, ω˜•≥rYn/Wn) and p′ ◦
p represents the arrow H isyn((Y,M),Z/p
n(r)) → H i−1zar (Yn, ω•Yn/Wn) in the diagram (3.9).
Summing up the above, Theorem 3.7 is reduced to show that f := p′ ◦ (1−ϕr)◦ i− j ◦p′ ◦p
is null-homotopic,
f : Sq = JqZ ⊕Oq−1Z ⊕ Jq−1Z/S ⊕Oq−2Z/S ⊕Oq−1Z/S −→ LqY/S = O˜qY ⊕Oq−1Y/S
(α1, β1, α2, β2, β3)
f7−→((1− ϕr)α1, (1− ϕr)α2)− (0,−β3)
= ((1− ϕr)α1, (1− ϕr)α2 + β3).
However let κ : Sq −→ O˜q−1Y ⊕ Oq−2Y /S be the homotopy defined by (α1, β1, α2, β2, β3) 7→
(β1, β2), then one immediately has f = dκ + κd by (3.10). This shows that f is null-
homotopic. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.8. Let (S, L) be as in the case (ii) in the beginning of this secton, and T ⊂ S
a relative NCD overW . Let f : Y → S be a projective morphism which is smooth outside
f−1(T ). Let D ⊂ Y be a divisor such that D + f−1(T ) is a relative NCD over W . Let
M be the log structure on Y defined by D + f−1(T ). Put U := Y \ (D ∪ f−1(T )) and
S∗ := S \ T . Suppose that U is an affine scheme. Let 0 ≤ n < p− 1 be an integer. Suppose
that Hn(ω≥n+1Ym/Sm) = H
n+1(ω≥n+1Ym/Sm) = 0 for allm > 0. Then the diagram
(3.13)
KMn+1(O(U))
[−]U/S∗
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥ [−]syn
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
reg
(σ)
U/S∗
vv
Ext1(OS∗, H
n(U/S∗)(n+ 1))
φσ

Hn+1syn ((Y,M),Zp(n+ 1))

O(S∗)†K ⊗O(S∗) HndR(U/S∗)
∩

Hn+1syn ((Y,M)/(S, L, σ),Zp(n+ 1))
O(S∗)∧K ⊗O(S∗) HndR(U/S∗) O(S)∧ ⊗O(S) Hnzar(Y, ω•Y/S)
∼= i
OO
oo
is (−1)n-commutative. Here the extension group is taken in the category Fil-F -MIC(S∗, σ).
See (2.22) and (3.8) for the definitions of the symbol maps [−]U/S∗ and [−]syn, and see (2.23)
and (2.24) for φσ and reg
(σ)
U/S∗ . The isomorphism i follows from Proposition 3.5 and Lemma
3.6 together with the assumptionHn+1(ω≥n+1Ym/Sm) = 0.
Proof. Write XK := X ×W K for aW -scheme X . Put A = O(U) and B = O(S∗). We fix
a p-th Frobenius ϕ on A† compatible with σ. Let ξ ∈ KMn+1(O(U)), and let
〈ξ〉U/S∗, 〈ξ〉syn ∈ B∧K ⊗B HndR(U/S∗)
be the elements which are sent by the arrows in counter-clockwise direction, clockwise di-
rection respectively. We want to show 〈ξ〉U/S∗ = (−1)n〈ξ〉syn. Let ∇ : HndR(U/S∗) →
Ω1BK/K ⊗ HndR(U/S∗) be the Gauss-Manin connection. This extends to the connection on
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B∧K ⊗B HndR(U/S) which we denote by the same notation. Then it follows from Theorem
3.7 that one has
∇(〈ξ〉syn) = (1− Φ1 ⊗ Φn)(dlog(ξ)) ∈ Ω1B†K/K ⊗H
n
dR(U/S
∗).
Recall the element (2.24) satisfies (1− ϕn+1)DU/S∗(ξ) = ∇(reg(σ)U/S∗(ξ)) where ϕi = p−iϕ.
By Theorem 2.14 one has
∇(〈ξ〉U/S∗) = (−1)n(1−ϕn+1)(dlog(ξ)) = (−1)n(1−Φ1⊗Φn)(dlog(ξ)) = (−1)n∇(〈ξ〉syn).
We thus have
〈ξ〉regsyn − (−1)n〈ξ〉U/S∗ ∈ ker
(
∇ : B†K ⊗HndR(U/S∗)→ Ω1B†K/K ⊗H
n
dR(U/S
∗)
)
.
Therefore, to show that the above is zero, we may specialize it at some W ′-valued point
a ∈ S∗(W ′) such that σ and FW ′ are compatible under a : SpecW ′ → S whereW ′ = W (k′)
is the Witt ring of some finite extension k′ of the residue field k = W/pW (see Lemma 3.9
for the existence of such a).
In this way, Theorem 3.8 is reduced to the case (S, L, σ) = (SpecW,W×, FW ), and then
the diagram (3.13) is as follows,
(3.14) KMn+1(O(U))
[−]U/W
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥ [−]syn
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
regU/W
tt
Ext1(W,Hn(U/W )(n+ 1)) Hn+1syn ((Y,M),Zp(n+ 1))
HndR(UK/K)
∼=
OO
Hnzar(Y,Ω
•
Y/W (logD))
∼=
OO
oo
Here Y is a projective smooth scheme overW , D a relative NCD overW , U = Y \D and
M is the log structure on Y defined by D. The extension group is taken in the category of
Fil-F -MIC(SpecW,FW ).
To compare [−]U/W and [−]syn, we use the explicit formula (Theorem 2.14) for [−]U/W and
use the theory of rigid syntomic regulators by Besser [Be1] for [−]syn. Consider a diagram
(3.15) KMn+1(O(U))
regU/W

[−]syn
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
regrig-syn

Hn+1rig-syn(U,Qp(n+ 1)) H
n+1
syn ((Y,M),Zp(n+ 1))
HndR(UK/K)
(−1)n
// HndR(UK/K)
∼= i
OO
Hnzar(Y,Ω
•
Y/W (logD))
∼=
OO
oo
where the isomorphism i follows from [Be1, (8.5)]. The commutativity of the right diagram
follows from the compatibility of the rigid syntomic regulators and the log syntomic regu-
lators. We show the left commutativity. Let ξ = {h0, . . . , hn} ∈ KMn+1(O(U)). Then using
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[Be1, Def.6.5 and Prop.10.3] one can show (cf. [Ka1, Cor.2.9])
(3.16)
regrig-syn(ξ) =
n∑
i=0
(−1)ip−1 log
(
hpi
hϕi
)(
dh0
h0
)ϕ1
∧ · · · ∧
(
dhi−1
hi−1
)ϕ1
∧ dhi+1
hi+1
∧ · · · ∧ dhn
hn
.
under the ismorphism HddR(UK/K)
∼= ΩnAK/K/dΩn−1AK/K ∼= ΩnA†K/K/dΩ
n−1
A†K/K
. This agrees
with (−1)nregU/W (ξ) by Theorem 2.14. Thus the left commutativity of the diagram (3.15)
follows. This completes the proof. 
Lemma 3.9. Let S = SpecB be a smooth affine W -scheme. Let σ = {σn : Bn → Bn}n
be a compatible system of p-th Frobenius. We denote by S(Wn) = HomW (SpecWn, B) the
set ofWn-valued points. Then for any a1 ∈ S(W1), there is a unique lifting a ∈ S(W ) such
that the diagram
SpecWn
a //
FW

Sn
σn

SpecWn
a // Sn.
is commutative for all n.
Proof. Since S is smooth overW , the reductionmap ρn+1 : S(Wn+1)→ S(Wn) is surjective.
For a ∈ S(Wn), we define φ(a) to be the morphism which makes the following commutative
SpecWn
a //
FW

Sn
σn

SpecWn
φ(a)
// Sn.
Note that FW is an isomorphism. One easily verifies that φ(a) is a W -morphism, so that
φ(a) ∈ S(Wn). Put
S(Wn)b := {a ∈ S(Wn) | ρn(a) = b}
for b ∈ S(Wn−1). We claim that a map φ : S(Wn)b → S(Wn)φ(b) is a constant map. Let
Bn = Wn[t1, . . . , tm]/I . One can write σn(ti) = t
p
i + pfi(t). Let a be given by ti 7→ αi.
Then φ(a) is given by the ring homomorphism
ti 7−→ F−1W (αpi + pf(α1, . . . , αm)) mod pnW.
which depends only on {αi mod pn−1W}i, namely on ρn(a) = b. This means that φ(a) is
constant on the set S(Wn)b.
We prove Lemma 3.9. We have shown that if φ(b) = b, then φm(a) = φ(a) for allm ≥ 1.
Let a1 ∈ S(W1) be an arbitrary element. Fix a lifting
(a1, a2, . . . , an, . . .) ∈ lim←−
n
S(Wn) = S(W ).
Since φ is the identity on S(W1), one has φ
2(a2) = φ(a2) as a2 ∈ S(W2)a1 . Then φ3(a3) =
φ2(a3) as φ(a3) ∈ S(W3)φ(a2). Continuing this, we have
a := (a1, φ(a2), φ
2(a3), . . . , φ
n−1(an), . . .) ∈ lim←−
n
S(Wn) = S(W )
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and this satisfies that
SpecWn
a //
FW

Sn
σn

SpecWn
a // Sn.
is commutative for all n ≥ 1. Finally we show that such a is unique. Suppose that a′ =
(a1, a
′
2, . . . , a
′
n, . . .) also makes the above diagram commutative. This means φ(a
′
n) = a
′
n for
all n ≥ 1. Since φ is a constant map on S(Wn)a′n−1 , a′n = φ(a′n) is unquely determined by
a′n−1, and hence by a1. This shows that a
′ is uniquely determined by a1. 
4. p-ADIC REGULATORS OF K2 OF CURVES
Throughout this section, letW be the Witt ring of a prefect field k of characteristic p > 2.
We denote the p-th Frobenius by FW . We write Xn = X ⊗ Z/pnZ for a scheme X and
(Xn,Mn) = (X,M)⊗ Z/pnZ for a log scheme (X,M) as before.
4.1. 1-dimensional family of curves. Let S be a projective smooth curve over W . Let
E ∪ T ⊂ S be a divisor such that E ∩ T = ∅, which is a disjoint union of copies of SpecW .
Put S := S \ E and S∗ := S \ T . Let MT be the log structure on S defined by T . If
there is no fear of confusion, we simply write it by T . We assume that there is a system
σ = {σn : (Sn, Ln)→ (Sn, Ln)}n of p-th Frobenius endomorphisms. Let
f : Y −→ S
be a projective flat morphism of W -schemes such that f is smooth on X := f−1(S∗), and
F := f−1(T ) is a relative NCD overW whose multiplicities are prime to p. LetD ⊂ Y be a
relative NCD over S such thatD+F is a relative NCD overW . We denote the log structure
on Y defined by a divisorD + F by the same notationD + F . Hence
f : (Y,D + F ) −→ (S, T )
is a smooth morphism of log schemes. Put U := Y \ (D + F ) andD∗ := D \ (D ∩ F ).
F //

Y
f

Xoo

Uoo
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
T // S S∗oo
Lemma 4.1. The following diagram is commutative
KM2 (O(U))
∂ //
[−]U/S∗

O(D∗)×
[−]D∗/S∗

Ext1(OS∗, H1(U/S∗)(2))
Res // Ext1(OS∗, H0(D∗/S∗)(1)).
Here, the vertical arrow are the symbol maps defined in Proposition 2.12, and ∂ is the tame
symbol which is defined by
(4.1) ∂ : {f, g} 7−→ (−1)ordD∗(f)ordD∗(g) f
ordD∗ (g)
gordD∗(f)
∣∣∣∣
D∗
.
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Proof. We first note thatKM2 (O(U)) is generated by symbols {f, g}with ordD(f) = 0. Sup-
pose ordD(f) = 0, namely f ∈ O(U∪D)×. Let p be the projectionCone [Log f(1)→ Log(g)]→
Log f(1). Then p and the residue map induce the following commutative diagram
(4.2)
0 // H1(U/S)(2) // Mf,g(U/S)
p

// OSK
p′

δf,g // H2(U/S)(2)
OS
δf // H1(U/S)(2)
Res

// H1 (Log f(1))
Res

// H1(U/S)(1)
Res

// H2(U/S)(2)
Res

0 // H0(D/S)(1) // H0 (Log f |D) // H0(D/S) δf |D // H1(D/S)(1)
with exact rows where δf,g(1) =
df
f
dg
g
, δf (1) =
df
f
and δf |D(1) =
df
f
|D. The maps “Res”s
are residue maps appearing in the Gysin exact sequence; as for the middle one, we are
considering the Gysin exact sequence with coefficient in Log(f)(1) which is constructed in
the same manner as Proposition 2.10. Moreover p′ coincides with the map δg : 1 7→ dgg . To
see this, consider a commutative diagram
[Log(f)dR → Log(g)dR] //
p

[Log(f)dR/OUKe−2,f → Log(g)dR]
p′

∼= // [0→ OUK ]
[Log(f)dR → 0] // [Log(f)dR/OUKe−2,f → 0]
∼= // [OUK → 0] ,
where the two horizontal morphisms on the left-hand side are the canonical surjections and
the vertical ones are the projections. Via the identification Log(f)dR/OUKe−2,f
∼= OUK
(which sends e0,f to 1), the homomorphism p
′ is nothing but the connecting morphism arising
from the extension 0→ OUK → Log(g)dR → OUK → 0.
Since the composition Res ◦ p′ is multiplication by ordD(g), the diagram (4.2) induces
(4.3) 0 // H1(U/S)(2) //
Res

Mf,g(U/S)

// OSK
ordD(g)

δf,g // H2(U/S)(2)
Res

0 // H0(D/S)(1) // H0 (Log f |D)′ // OSK // H1(D/S)(1).
Now we show the lemma. Let ξ ∈ KM2 (O(U)) ∩ Ker(dlog) be arbitrary. Fix t ∈ O(U)×
such that ordD(t) > 0. Replacing ξ withmξ for somem > 0, one can express
ξ = {f, t}+
∑
j
{uj, vj}
with ordD(f) = ordD(uj) = ordD(vj) = 0. Then (4.3) induces a commutative diagram
(4.4) 0 // H1(U/S)(2) //
Res

Mξ(U/S)

// OSK
ordD(t)

// 0
0 // H0(D/S)(1) // H0 (Log f |D)′ // OSK // 0.
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Since the tame symbol of ξ is f |D, the assertion follows. 
Proposition 4.2. Let KM2 (O(U))∂=0 be the kernel of the tame symbol ∂ : K
M
2 (O(U))→
O(D)×. Then the symbol map [−]U/S∗ uniquely extends to
[−]X/S∗ : KM2 (O(U))∂=0 −→ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S∗)
(
OS∗, H
1(X/S∗)(2)
)
.
Proof. LetN be the kernel of the connecting homomorphismH0(D/S∗)(−1)→ H2(X/S∗)
in the Gysin exact sequence. Since H0rig(D/S
∗) is an overconvergent F -isocrystal on S of
weight 0, the weight of Nrig is −2 and therefore we have HomFil-F -MIC(S)
(
OS∗, N(2)
)
= 0.
This shows that the Gysin exact sequence induces an exact sequence
0 −→ Ext1 (OS∗, H1(X/S∗)(2)) −→ Ext1 (OS∗ , H1(U/S∗)(2)) −→ Ext1(OS∗ , N(2))
where the extension groups is taken in the category of Fil-F -MIC(S). Now Proposition 4.2
is immediate from Lemma 4.1. 
Proposition 4.3. The syntomic symbol map [−]syn induces
[−]syn : KM2 (O(U))∂=0 −→ H2syn((Y, F ),Z/pn(2)).
Proof. We show that there is a commutative diagram
(4.5) KM2 (O(U))
∂ //
[−]syn

O(D∗)×
[−]syn

H2syn((Y,D + F ),Z/p
n(2))
Res // H1syn((D,D ∩ F ),Z/pn(1)).
It is enough to check [∂(ξ)]syn = Res([ξ]syn) for an element ξ = {f, g} ∈ KM2 (O(U)) such
that ordD∗(f) = 0. One has [∂(ξ)]syn = [(f |D∗)ordD∗(g)]syn = ordD∗(g)[f |D∗]syn. On the other
hand, one has
Res([f ]syn ∪ [g]syn) = [f ]syn|D∗ ∪ Res′([g]syn) = Res′([g]syn)[f |D∗ ]syn
where
Res′ : H1syn((Y,D + F ),Z/p
n(1))→ H0syn((D,D ∩ F ),Z/pn(0)) = Z/pnZ.
By the construction of the syntomic symbolmaps (see §3.2), one can easily verifiesRes′([g]syn) =
ordD∗(g). Hence [∂(ξ)]syn = Res([ξ]syn) as required. Now Proposition 4.3 is immediate
from (4.5) and an exact sequence
0→ H2syn((Y, F ),Z/pn(2))→ H2syn((Y,D+ F ),Z/pn(2))→ H1syn((D,D ∩ F ),Z/pn(1)).

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Theorem 4.4.
KM2 (O(U))∂=0
[−]X/S∗
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥ [−]syn
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯❯
❯❯
Ext1(OS∗, H1(X/S∗)(2))
φσ (2.23)

H2syn((Y, F ),Zp(2))

O(S∗)†K ⊗O(S∗) H1dR(X/S∗)
∩

H2syn((Y, F )/(S, T, σ),Zp(2))
O(S∗)∧K ⊗O(S∗) H1dR(X/S∗) O(S)∧ ⊗O(S) H1zar(Y, ω•Y/S)
∼=
OO
oo
is (−1)-commutative where the extension group is taken in the category Fil-F -MIC(S∗, σ)
and ω•Y/S is the log de Rham complex for (Y, F )→ (S, T ).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.8 and the fact that H1dR(XK/S
∗
K) → H1dR(UK/S∗K) is
injective. 
4.2. Syntomic regulators ofK2 of Elliptic Curves with 3-torsion points. Let P
1
k(t) denote
the projective line over a commutative ring k with inhomogeneous coordinate t. Let
fQ : YQ −→ P1Q(t)
be an elliptic fibration whose generic fiber Xt is given by a Weierstrass equation
y2 = x3 + (3x+ 4(1− t))2.
This is the universal elliptic curve over the modular curve X1(3). Indeed the points (x, y) =
(0,±4(1− t)) are 3-torsion. The j-invariant is
j(Xt) =
27(1 + 8t)3
t(1− t)3 .
The fibration f has three singular fibers at t = 0, 1,∞, and their Kodaira types are I1, I3 and
IV∗ respectively. Let p ≥ 5 and letW = W (Fp) be the Witt ring of the algebraic closure Fp.
Let K = FracW be the fractional field. There is a model
f : Y −→ P1W
of fQ over the ring W satisfying the following conditions. For α ∈ W ∪ {∞}, we denote
by Pα ∈ P1W (W ) the W -valued point of t = α. Put S∗ := P1W \ {P0, P1, P∞} and X :=
f−1(S∗).
• Y is a smooth projectiveW -scheme,
• f is smooth on X ,
• For α = 0, 1,∞, each f−1(Pα) is a relative NCD overW .
LetD ⊂ X be the divisor which is the disjoint union of the 3-torsion points (x, y) = (0,±4t)
and the unit x =∞. Put U := X \D. Put B := O(S∗) = W [t, (t− t2)−1] and A := O(U).
We denote by B̂ (resp. B†) the p-adic completion (resp. weak completion) and put B̂K :=
K ⊗ B̂, B†K := K ⊗B† as before.
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We consider aK2-symbol
(4.6) ξ :=
{
y − 3x− 4(1− t)
−8(1− t) ,
y + 3x+ 4(1− t)
8(1− t)
}
∈ KM2 (O(U)).
It is a simple exercise to see ∂(ξ) = 0 where ∂ is the tame symbol (4.1). Hence we have a
1-extension class
[ξ]X/S∗ ∈ Ext1Fil-F -MIC(S∗)
(
OS∗, H
1(X/S∗)(2)
)
by Proposition 4.2. It follows from Theorem 2.14 that one has
DX/S(ξ) = −dlog(ξ) = −3 dt
t− 1 ⊗
dx
y
∈ Ω1BK ⊗H1dR(X/S∗).
We shall describe
reg
(σ)
X/S∗(ξ) = φσ([ξ]X/S) ∈ B†K ⊗H1dR(XK/S∗K)
in terms of the hypergeometric functions
2F1
(
a, b
1
; t
)
:=
∞∑
n=0
(a)n
n!
(b)n
n!
tn
where (a)n := a(a+ 1) · · · (a+ n− 1) denotes the Pochhammer symbol. Put
(4.7) ω :=
dx
y
, η :=
xdx
y
a BK-basis of H
1
dR(XK/S
∗
K). Let
F (t) =
1
2
√−32F1
(
1
3
, 2
3
1
; t
)
,
and put
(4.8) ω̂ :=
1
F (t)
dx
y
, η̂ := 4(1− t)(F (t) + 3tF ′(t))dx
y
+ F (t)
xdx
y
.
a K((t))-basis of K((t)) ⊗ H1dR(XK/S∗K). The fibration f : Y → P1W has a singular fiber
of Kodaira type I1 at t = 0. Let ∆ := SpecW [[t]] → P1W and E := f−1(∆) a Tate elliptic
curve. Then there is the uniformization
Ĝm := Spec
(
lim←−
n
(W [t]/(tn)[u, u−1])
)
−→ E
Let q ∈ tW [[t]] be the Tate period of E /∆ which is characterized by
j(Xt) =
27(1 + 8t)3
t(1− t)3 =
1
q
+ 744 + 196884q + · · ·(
=⇒ q = 1
27
t+
250289
243
t2 − 5507717
243
t3 +
25287001
81
t4 + · · ·
)
.
Let Z ⊂ E be the fiber at O := SpecW [[t]]/(t) which is a Neron 1-gon. Let ω1E /∆ :=
Coker[OE
dt
t
→ Ω1E /W (logZ)] and ω•E /∆ the de Ram complex. In other words, ω•E /∆ is the
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log de Ram complex of a morphism (E , Z) → (∆, O) of log schemes where we denote by
Z,O the log structure defined by the divisors Z,O respectively. In particular
H izar(E , ω
•
E /∆)
∼= H icrys((E1, Z1)/(∆, O))
where (En, Zn) := (E , Z)⊗Z/pnZ and the right hand side is the log crystalline cohomology
([Ka3]).
Proposition 4.5. Let ∇ : K((t)) ⊗ H1dR(XK/S∗K) → K((t))dt ⊗ H1dR(XK/S∗K) be the
Gauss-Manin connection. Then
(4.9) ∇(ω) = −dt
3t
ω +
dt
12(t2 − t)η, ∇(η) =
4dt
3t
ω +
dt
3t
η,
(4.10) ∇(ω̂) = dq
q
⊗ η̂, ∇(η̂) = 0.
Moreover let L := Frac(W [[t]]). Then {1
2
ω̂, 1
2
η̂} forms the de Rham symplectic basis of
L⊗W [[t]] H1zar(E , ω•E /∆) in the sense of §5.1.
Proof. (4.9) is a standard and well-known computation (left to the reader). We show that
{1
2
ω̂, 1
2
η̂} forms the de Rham symplectic basis. Then (4.10) follows from Proposition 5.1.
Firstly, thanks to (4.9), one can directly show
(4.11) ∇(ω̂) = dt
12(t2 − t)F (t)2 ⊗ η̂, ∇(η̂) = 0
where we note that the hypergeometric function F (t) satisfies t(1−t)F ′′(t)+(1−2t)F ′(t)−
2
9
F (t) = 0 (e.g. [NIST, 16.8.5]). Let {ω̂dR, η̂dR} be the de Rham symplectic basis. Then
(4.12) ∇(ω̂dR) = dq
q
⊗ η̂dR, ∇(η̂dR) = 0
by Proposition 5.1. Since ker(∇) ∼= K, we have η̂ = aη̂dR for some a ∈ K×. Since ω̂ and
ω̂dR are regular 1-forms, there is a h ∈ L× such that ω̂ = hω̂dR. We then have
∇(ω̂) = ∇(hω̂dR) = dh⊗ ω̂dR + h∇(ω̂dR) = dh⊗ ω̂dR + hdq
q
⊗ η̂dR.
By (4.11), h = b is a constant. Let Gm ⊂ Z be the regular locus and i : Gm →֒ E the
inclusion. Put u0 = y/(x+4) and u = (u0−
√−3)/(u0+
√−3). ThenGm = SpecW [u, u−1]
and
i∗ω̂ = 2
√−3i∗
(
dx
y
)
= 2
du
u
= 2i∗ω̂dR.
This shows ω̂ = 2ω̂dR. By (4.11) and (4.12), we have
dt
12(t2 − t)F (t)2 ⊗ η̂ = 2
dq
q
⊗ η̂dR = 2a−1dq
q
⊗ η̂.
Take the residue at t = 0. We have a = 2. This completes the proof. 
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Proposition 4.6. Let c ∈ 1 + pW and let σ be the p-th Frobenius on B̂K defined by
σ(t) = ctp. Let Φ be the σ-linear Frobenius onH1zar(E , ω
•
E /∆). Put
τ (σ)(t) = p−1 log
(
qp
qσ
)
= −p−1 log(27p−1c) + p−1 log(qp0/qσ0 ), q0 := 27q/t
where log : 1 + pW [[t]]→ W [[t]] is defined by the customary Taylor expansion. Then(
Φ(ω̂) Φ(η̂)
)
=
(
ω̂ η̂
)( p 0
−pτ (σ)(t) 1
)
Proof. NoteW [[t]] = W [[q]]. This is a special case of Theorem 5.6 in Appendix. 
Let ξ be as in (4.6). Let σ : B† → B† be the p-th Frobenius defined by σ(t) = ctp. Let
0 −→ H1dR(X/S∗)(2) −→Mξ(X/S∗) −→ OS∗ −→ 0
be the 1-extension in Fil-F -MIC(S∗, σ), associated to [ξ]X/S∗ . Let eξ ∈ Fil0Mξ(XK/SK)dR
be the unique lifting of 1 ∈ O(SK). Define εi(t), Ei(t) by
reg
(σ)
X/S∗(ξ) = eξ − Φ(eξ) = ε1(t)ω + ε2(t)η(4.13)
= E1(t)ω̂ + E2(t)η̂.(4.14)
It follows that εi(t) ∈ B†K . By (4.8) one immediately has
(4.15) ε1(t) =
E1(t)
F (t)
+ 4(1− t)(F (t) + 3tF ′(t))E2(t),
(4.16) ε2(t) = F (t)E2(t).
The power series Ei(t) are explicitly described as follows.
Theorem 4.7. Let ξ be as in (4.6). Put ν = (−1 + √−3)/2. Then E1(t), E2(t) ∈ K[[t]]
and they are characterized by
(4.17)
d
dt
E1(t) = −3
(
F (t)
dt
t− 1 − F (t)
σ p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1
)
, E1(0) = 0,
(4.18)
d
dt
E2(t) = −E1(t)q
′
q
− 3F (t)στ (σ)(t)p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1 , E2(0) = −9 ln
(p)
2 (−ν).
Proof. Apply∇ on (4.14). By Proposition 4.5 together with the fact that Φ∇ = ∇Φ, one has
(4.19) ∇(eξ)− Φ(∇(eξ)) = dE1(t)⊗ ω̂ +
(
E1(t)
dq
q
+ dE2(t)
)
⊗ η̂.
Since
∇(eξ) = −dlog(ξ) = −3 dt
t− 1 ⊗
dx
y
= −3F (t) dt
t− 1 ⊗ ω̂
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(cf. (2.30)), the left hand side of (4.19) is
− 3F (t) dt
t− 1 ⊗ ω̂ + 3p
−1σ
(
F (t)
dt
t− 1
)
⊗ p−1Φ(ω̂)
=− 3F (t) dt
t− 1 ⊗ ω̂ + 3F (t)
σ p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1 ⊗ (ω̂ − τ
(σ)(t)η̂) (Proposition 4.6)
=− 3
(
F (t)
dt
t− 1 − F (t)
σ p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1
)
⊗ ω̂ − 3F (t)στ (σ)(t)p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1 ⊗ η̂.
Therefore one has
(4.20)
d
dt
E1(t) = −3
(
F (t)
dt
t− 1 − F (t)
σ p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1
)
,
and
(4.21)
d
dt
E2(t) = −E1(t)q
′
q
− 3F (t)στ (σ)(t)p
−1dtσ
tσ − 1 .
The differential equation (4.20) implies that E1(t) ∈ K[[t]] ∩ B̂K . It determines all coeffi-
cients ofE1(t) except the constant term. Note τ
(σ)(t) ∈ W [[t]]. Taking the residue at t = 0 of
the both sides of (4.21), one concludesE1(0) = 0. We thus have the full description ofE1(t).
Since E1(t) ∈ tK[[t]], the differential equation (4.21) implies that E2(t) ∈ K[[t]] ∩ B̂K , and
it determines all coefficients of E2(t) except the constant term.
The rest of the proof is to show E2(0) = −9 ln(p)2 (−ν). To do this, we look at the log
syntomic cohomology of the degenerating fiber Z. By Theorem 4.4, regX/S∗(ξ) is related
to [ξ]syn ∈ H2syn(E ,Zp(2)) in the following way. Let Z⋆ be the simplicial nerve of the
normalization of Z. Let iZ : Z →֒ E and let iZ⋆ : Z⋆ → E . There is a commutative diagram
H2syn(E ,Zp(2))

i∗Z⋆ //
ρσ
))
H2syn(Z⋆,Zp(2)) H
1
dR(Z⋆/W )
∼=oo
k′∼=

H2syn((E , Z)/(∆, O, σ),Zp(2)) H
1
zar(Z⋆,OZ⋆)
H1zar(E , ω
•
E /∆)
∼=
OO
i∗Z // H1zar(Z, ω
•
E /∆|Z)
k
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
where k and k′ are the maps induced from ω•E /∆|Z → OZ⋆ and Ω•Z⋆ → OZ⋆. Then we have
(4.22) ρσ([ξ]syn) = −E1(t)ω̂ −E2(t)η̂ ∈ H1zar(E , ω•E /∆).
To compute E2(0), we compute
(4.23) (k′ ◦ i∗Z⋆)([ξ]syn) = −E2(0)(k ◦ i∗Z)(η̂) ∈ H1zar(Z⋆,OZ⋆).
We first compute the left hand side of (4.23) in a down-to-earth manner. Let u0 = y/(x+ 4)
and u = (u0 −
√−3)/(u0 +
√−3). Then Z is the Neron 1-gon P1(u)/(u = 0 ∼ u = ∞)
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(=the rational curve with the point u = 0 glued transversely to u = ∞). Let i∗Z : K2(E ) →
K2(Z) be the pull-back. We have
i∗Z(ξ) =
{
(1− u0)3
8
,
(1 + u0)
3
8
}
= 9
{
−1 − νu
1− u ,−
1− ν2u
1− u
}
.
We change the coordinate z := −(1 − νu)/(1− u). Then
i∗Z(ξ) = 9{z, 1− νz} ∈ K2(Z),
and Z = P1(z)/(z = −1 ∼ z = −ν). Let i : SpecW → Z be the singular point, and
π : Z˜ = P1(z) → Z the normalization. Let α : π∗OZ˜ → i∗W be the map given by f 7→
f |z=−1 − f |z=−ν. Then there is the natural isomorphismH1zar(Z⋆,OZ⋆) ∼= H1zar(Z, π∗OZ˜
α→
i∗W ) ∼= W . Moreover
H2syn(Z⋆,Zp(2))
∼= H1dR(Z⋆/W ) ∼= H1zar(Z, π∗Ω•Z˜
α→ i∗W ) ∼= W.
The element i∗Z⋆ [ξ]syn = [i
∗
Z⋆(ξ)]syn does not depend on the choice of Frobenius on Z⋆.
We may take the p-th Frobenius ϕ on Z⋆ to be the morphism defined by the FW -linear
endomorphism such that ϕ(z) = zp. We have
[i∗Z⋆(ξ)]syn = −9p−1 log
(
(1− νz)p
(1− νz)ϕ
)
dz
z
= 9d(ln
(p)
2 (νz))
k′7−→ 9(ln(p)2 (−ν)− ln(p)2 (−ν2)) = 18 ln(p)2 (−ν),
the left hand side of (4.23). On the other hand, we have
i∗Z(η̂) =
1
2
√−3
(x+ 4)dx
y
∣∣∣∣
Z
=
−4ν
2
√−3dz
k7−→ −4ν
2
√−3(−1 − (−ν)) = 2,
giving the right hand side of (4.23). We thus conclude E2(0) = −9 ln(p)2 (−ν) as desired.

Corollary 4.8. Let a ∈ W satisfy a 6≡ 0, 1 mod p. Let Ea := f−1(a) be the elliptic curve
overW defined by a Weierstrass equation y2 = x3 + (3x+ 4− 4a)2. Let
regsyn : K2(Ea) −→ H2syn(Ea,Qp(2)) ∼= H1dR(Ea/K)
be the syntomic regulator map (cf. [N-N]). Then
regsyn(ξ|a) = −ε1(a)
dx
y
− ε2(a)xdx
y
∈ H1dR(Ea/K).
Proof. Notice that regsyn agrees with the symbol map in Proposition 4.2. Then corollary is
immediate from Theorems 4.4 and 4.7. 
5. APPENDIX : FROBENIUS ON TOTALLY DEGENERATING ABELIAN SCHEMES
5.1. De Rham symplectic basis for totally degenerating abelian varieties. Let R be a
regular noetherian domain, and I a reduced ideal of R. Let L := Frac(R) be the fractional
field. Let J/R be a g-dimensional commutative group scheme such that the generic fiber Jη
is a principally polarized abelian variety over L. If the fiber T over SpecR/I is an algebraic
torus, we call J a totally degenerating abelian scheme over (R, I) (cf. [F-C] Chapter II, 4).
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Assume that the algebraic torus T is split. Assume further that R is complete with respect to
I . Then there is the uniformization ρ : Ggm → J in the rigid analytic sense. We fix ρ and the
coordinates (u1, . . . , ug) of G
g
m. Then a matrix
(5.1) q =
q11 · · · q1g... ...
qg1 · · · qgg
 , qij = qji ∈ L
of multiplicative periods is determined up to GLg(Z), and this yields an isomorphism
J ∼= Ggm/qZ
of abelian schemes over R where Ggm/q
Z denotes Mumford’s construction of the quotient
scheme ([F-C] Chapter III, 4.4).
In what follows, we suppose that the characteristic of L is zero. The morphism ρ induces
ρ∗ : Ω1J/R −→
g⊕
i=1
Ω̂1Gm,i, Ω̂
1
Gm,i := lim←−
n
Ω1
R/In[ui,u
−1
i ]/R
.
Let
Resi : Ω̂
1
Gm,i −→ R, Resi
(∑
m∈Z
amu
m
i
dui
ui
)
= a0
be the residuemap. The composition of ρ∗ and the residue map induces a morphismΩ•J/R −→
Rg[−1] of complexes, and hence a map
(5.2) τ : H1dR(J/R) := H
1
zar(J,Ω
•
J/R) −→ Rg.
Let U be defined by
0 −→ U −→ H1dR(Jη/L) τ−→ Lg −→ 0.
Note that the composition Γ (Jη,Ω
1
Jη/L
)
⊂→ H1dR(Jη/L) τ→ Lg is bijective. Let 〈x, y〉 denotes
the symplectic pairing on H1dR(Jη/L) with respect to the principal polarization on Jη. We
call an L-basis
ω̂i, η̂j ∈ H1dR(Jη/L), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ g
a de Rham symplectic basis if the following conditions are satisfied.
(DS1): ω̂i ∈ Γ (Jη,Ω1Jη/L) and τ(ω̂i) ∈ (0, . . . , 1, . . . , 0) where “1” is placed in the i-th
component. Equivalently,
ρ∗(ω̂i) =
dui
ui
.
(DS2): η̂j ∈ U and 〈ω̂i, η̂j〉 = δij where δij is the Kronecker delta.
If we fix the coordinates (u1, . . . , ug) of G
g
m, then ω̂i are uniquely determined by (DS1).
Since the symplectic pairing 〈x, y〉 is annihilated on U⊗U and Γ (Jη,Ω1Jη/L)⊗Γ (Jη,Ω1Jη/L),
the basis η̂j are uniquely determined as well by (DS2).
Proposition 5.1. Let V be a subring ofR. Suppose that (R, I) and V satisfy the following.
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(C): There is a regular integral noetherian C-algebra R˜ complete with respect to a
reduced ideal I˜ and an injective homomorphism i : R → R˜ such that i(V ) ⊂ C and
i(I) ⊂ I˜ and
Ω̂1L/V −→ Ω̂1L˜/C
is injective where we put L˜ := Frac(R˜) and
Ω̂1L/V := L⊗R
(
lim←−
n
Ω1Rn/V
)
, Ω̂1
L˜/C
:= L˜⊗R˜
(
lim←−
n
Ω1
R˜n/C
)
, Rn := R/I
n, R˜n := R˜/I˜
n.
Let
∇ : H1dR(Jη/L) −→ Ω̂1L/V ⊗L H1dR(Jη/L)
be the Gauss-Manin connection. Then
(5.3) ∇(ω̂i) =
g∑
j=1
dqij
qij
⊗ η̂j , ∇(η̂i) = 0.
Proof. By the assumption (C), we may replace Jη/L with (Jη ⊗L L˜)/L˜. We may assume
R = R˜, V = C and J = Jη⊗R R˜. There is a smooth scheme JS/S over a connected smooth
affine variety S = SpecA over C with a Cartesian square
J

//

JS

SpecR // S
such that SpecR→ S is dominant. LetD ⊂ S be a closed subset such that JS is proper over
U := S \D. Then the image of SpecR/I is contained inD since J has a totally degeneration
over SpecR/I . Thus we may replace R with the completion ÂD of A by the ideal of D. Let
LD = FracÂD then Ω̂
1
LD/C
∼= LD⊗AΩ1A/C. Letm ⊂ A be a maximal ideal containing I , and
Âm the completion by m. Then ÂD ⊂ Âm and Ω̂ÂD/C ⊂ Ω̂Âm/C. Therefore we may further
replace ÂD with Âm. Summing up the above, it is enough work in the following situation.
R = Âm ∼= C[[x1, . . . , xn]] ⊃ I = (x1, . . . , xn), V = C, L = FracR
J = SpecR ×A JS −→ SpecR.
Note Ω̂1L/C
∼= L ⊗A Ω1A/C. Let h : J → San be the analytic fibration associated to JS/S.
Write Jλ = h
−1(λ) a smooth fiber over λ ∈ Uan := (S \D)an. Let
∇ : OUan ⊗R1h∗C −→ Ω1Uan ⊗ R1h∗C.
be the flat connection compatible with the Gauss-Manin connection on H1dR(JS/S)|U under
the comparison
OUan ⊗R1h∗C ∼= OUan ⊗A H1dR(JS/S).
We describe a de Rham symplectic basis in ω̂ani , η̂
an
j ∈ OUan ⊗A H1dR(JS/S) and prove (5.3)
for the above flat connection. Write Jλ = (C
×)g/qZ for λ ∈ Uan. Let (u1, . . . , ug) denotes
the coordinates of (C×)g. Let δi ∈ H1(Jλ,Z) be the homology cycle defined by the circle
|ui| = ε with 0 < ε ≪ 1. Let γj ∈ H1(Jλ,Z) be the homology cycle defined by the path
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from (1, . . . , 1) to (qj1, . . . , qjg). As is well-known, the dual basis δ
∗
i , γ
∗
j ∈ H1(Jλ,Z) is a
symplectic basis, namely
〈δ∗i , δ∗i′〉 = 〈γ∗j , γ∗j′〉 = 0, 〈δ∗i , γ∗j 〉 =
1
2π
√−1δij
where δij denotes the Kronecker delta. We have ω̂
an
i = dui/ui by (DS1), and then
(5.4) ω̂ani = 2π
√−1δ∗i +
g∑
j=1
log qijγ
∗
j .
Let τB : R1h∗Z→ Z(−1)g be the associated map to τ . An alternative description of τB is
τB(x) =
1
2π
√−1((x, δ1), . . . , (x, δg))
where (x, δ) denotes the natural pairing on H1(Jλ,Z)⊗H1(Jλ,Z). Obviously τB(γ∗j ) = 0.
This implies that η̂j is a linear combination of γ
∗
1 , . . . , γ
∗
g by (DS2). Since 〈ω̂ani , η̂j〉 = δij =
〈ω̂ani , γ∗j 〉, one concludes
η̂anj = γ
∗
j .
Now (5.3) is immediate from this and (5.4).
Let ω̂i, η̂j ∈ H1dR(Jη/L) be the de Rham symplectic basis. Let x ∈ Dan be the point
associated to m. Let V an be a small neighborhood of x and j : V an \ Dan →֒ San an open
immersion . Obviously ω̂ani = dui/ui ∈ Γ (V an, j∗Oan) ⊗A H1dR(JS/S). Thanks to the
uniquness property, this implies η̂anj = γ
∗
j ∈ Γ (V an, j∗Oan)⊗A H1dR(JS/S), in other words,
γ∗j ∈ Γ (V an \ Dan, j−1R1h∗Q). Let Ŝm be the ring of power series over C containing Âm
and Γ (V an, j∗Oan). There is a commutative diagram
Âm ⊗A Ω1A/C ⊗A H1dR(JS/S) // Ŝm ⊗A Ω1A/C ⊗A H1dR(JS/S)
Ω1A/C ⊗A H1dR(JS/S) //
OO
Γ (V an, j∗Oan)⊗A Ω1A/C ⊗A H1dR(JS/S)
OO
with all arrows injective. Hence the desired assertion for ω̂i, η̂j can be reduced to that of
ω̂ani , η̂
an
j . This completes the proof. 
5.2. Frobenius on De Rham symplectic basis. Let V be a complete discrete valuation
ring such that the residue field k is perfect and of characteristic p, and the fractional field
K := FracV is of characteristic zero. Let FV be a p-th Frobenius endomorphism on V .
Let A be an integral flat noetherian V -algebra equipped with a p-th Frobenius endomor-
phism σ on A which is compatible with FV . Assume that A is p-adically complete and
separated and that there is a family (ti)i∈I of finitely many elements of A such that it forms
a p-basis of An := A/p
nA over Vn := V/p
nV for all n ≥ 1 in the sense of [Ka1, Definition
1.3]. The latter assumption is equivalent to that (ti)i∈I forms a p-basis of A1 over V1 since
A is flat over V (loc.cit. Lemma 1.6). Then Ω1An/Vn is a free An-module with basis (dti)i∈I
([Ka1] Lemma (1.8)). Write AK := A⊗V K.
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Definition 5.2.We define the category F -MIC(AK , σ) as follows. An object is a triplet
(M,∇,Φ) where
• M is a locally free AK-module of finite rank,
• ∇ : M −→ Ω̂1A/V ⊗A M is an integrable connection where Ω̂1A/V := lim←−nΩ
1
An/Vn
a
free A-module with basis {dti}i∈I ,
• Φ : σ∗M →M is a horizontal AK-linear map.
Amorphism in F -MIC(AK , σ) is aA-linear map of the underlyingA-modules which is com-
mutative with∇ andΦ. LetL := Frac(A) be the fractional field. The category F -MIC(L, σ)
is defined in the same way by replacing A with L, and Ω̂1A/V with L⊗A Ω̂1A/V .
Lemma 5.3 ([E-K, 6.1]). Let σ′ be another FV -linear p-th Frobenius on A. Then there is
the natural equivalence
F -MIC(A, σ)
∼=−→ F -MIC(A, σ′), (M,∇,Φ) 7−→ (M,∇,Φ′)
of categories, where Φ′ is defined in the following way. Let (∂i)i∈I be the basis of T̂A/V :=
lim←−n(Ω1An/Vn)∗ which is the dual basis of (dti)i∈I . Then
Φ′ =
∑
ni≥0
(∏
i∈I
(σ′(ti)− σ(ti))ni
)
Φ
∏
i∈I
∂nii .
Let f : X → SpecA be a projective smooth morphism. Write Xn := X ×V V/pn+1V .
Then one has an object
H i(X/A) := (H idR(X/A)⊗V K,∇,Φ) ∈ F -MIC(AK)
whereΦ is induced from the Frobenius on crystalline cohomology via the comparison ([B-O]
7.4)
H•crys(X0/A)
∼= lim←−
n
H•dR(Xn/An)
∼= H•dR(X/A).
Assume that there is a smooth V -algebra Aa and a smooth projective morphism fa : Xa →
SpecAa with a Cartesian diagram
X //


SpecA

Xa // SpecAa
such that SpecA→ SpecAa is flat. One has the overconvergent F -isocrystal Rifarig,∗OXa on
SpecAa0 ([Et] 3.4.8.2). Let
H i(Xa/Aa) := (H irig(X
a
0/A
a
0),∇,Φ) ∈ F -MIC†(AaK)
denote the associated object via the natural equivalence F -Isoc†(Aa0)
∼= F -MIC†(AaK) ([LS]
8.3.10). Then the comparison H irig(X
a
0/A
a
0)
∼= H idR(Xa/Aa)⊗V (Aa)†K (cf. (2.18)) induces
an isomorphismH i(X/A) ∼= AK ⊗(Aa)†K H
i(Xa/Aa) in F -MIC(AK).
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Definition 5.4 (Tate objects). For an integer r, a Tate object AK(r) is defined to be the
triplet (AK ,∇,Φ) scuh that∇ = d is the usual differential operator, and Φ is a multiplication
by p−r.
We define for f ∈ A \ {0}
log(σ)(f) := p−1 log
(
f p
fσ
)
= −
∞∑
n=1
pn−1gn
n
,
f p
fσ
= 1− pg
which belongs to the p-adic completion of the subring A[g] ⊂ L. In particular, if f ∈ A×,
then log(σ)(f) ∈ A.
Definition 5.5 (Log objects). Let q = (qij) be a g × g-symmetric matrix with qij ∈ A×.
We define a log object L og(q) = (M,∇,Φ) in F -MIC(A, σ) to be the following. Let
M =
g⊕
i=1
AKei ⊕
g⊕
i=1
AKfi
be a free AK-module with a basis ei, fj . The connection is defined by
∇(ei) =
g∑
j=1
dqij
qij
⊗ fj , ∇(fj) = 0
and the Frobenius Φ is defined by
Φ(ei) = ei −
g∑
j=1
log(σ)(qij)fj , Φ(fj) = p
−1fj .
It is immediate to check that the log objects are compatible under the natural equivalence
in Lemma 5.3. In this sense, our L og(q) does not depend on σ. By definition there is an
exact sequence
0 −→
g⊕
j=1
AK(1)fj −→ L og(q) −→
g⊕
i=1
AK(0)ei −→ 0.
Theorem 5.6. Let R be a flat V -algebra which is a regular noetherian domain complete
with respect to a reduced ideal I . Suppose that R has a p-th Frobenius σ. Let J be a totally
degenerating abelian scheme with a principal polarization over (R, I) in the sense of §5.1.
Let SpecR[h−1] →֒ SpecR be an affine open set such that J is proper over SpecR[h−1]
and qij ∈ R[h−1]× where q = (qij) is the multiplicative periods as in (5.1). Suppose that
R/pR[h−1] has a p-basis over V/pV . Let A = R[h−1]∧ be the p-adic completion of R[h−1].
Put L := Frac(A) and JA := J ⊗R A. We denote by Jη the generic fiber of JA. Then there
is an isomorphism
(5.5) (H1dR(Jη/L),∇,Φ)⊗AK AK(1) ∼= L og(q) ∈ F -MIC(L)
which sends the de Rham symplectic basis ω̂i, η̂j ∈ H1dR(Jη/L) to ei, fj respectively.
Proof. Let qij be indeterminates with qij = qji, and t1, . . . , tr (r = g(g + 1)/2) are products∏
q
nij
ij such that
∑
nijxixj is positive semi-definite and they give a Z-basis of the group of
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the symmetric pairings. Let Jq = G
g
m/q
Z be Mumford’s construction of tbe quotient group
scheme over a ring Zp[[t1, . . . , tr]] ([F-C] Chapter III, 4.4). Then there is a Cartesian square
J

//

Jq

SpecR // SpecZp[[t1, . . . , tr]]
such that the bottom arrow sends ti to an element of I by the functoriality of Mumford’s
construction ([F-C] Chapter III, 5.5). Thus wemay reduce the assertion to the case of J = Jq,
R = Zp[[t1, . . . , tr]], I = (t1, . . . , tr) and h =
∏
qij . Since Log(q) and H1dR(Jη/L) are
compatible under the natural equivalence in Lemma 5.3, we may replace the Frobenius σ on
R with a suitable one. Thus we may assume that it is given as σ(qij) = q
p
ij and σ(a) = a for
a ∈ Zp. Under this assumption log(σ)(qij) = 0 by definition. Therefore our goal is to show
(5.6) ∇(ω̂i) =
g∑
j=1
dqij
qij
⊗ η̂j , ∇(η̂j) = 0,
(5.7) Φ(ω̂i) = pω̂i, Φ(η̂j) = η̂j.
Since the condition (C) in Proposition 5.1 is satisfied, (5.6) is nothing other than (5.3). We
show (5.7). Let q(p) := (qpij) and Jqp := G
g
m/(q
(p))Z. Then there is the natural morphism
σJ : Jqp → Jq such that the following diagram is commutative.
Ggm

Ggm

Jqp

σJ // Jq

SpecR
σ // SpecR
Let [p] : Jqp → Jqp denotes the multiplication by p with respect to the commutative group
scheme structure of Jq. It factors through the canonical surjective morphism Jqp → Jq so
that we have [p]′ : Jq → Jqp . Define ϕ := σJ ◦ [p]′. Under the uniformization ρ : Ggm → Jq,
this is compatible with a morphism Ggm → Ggm given by ui → upi and a→ σ(a) for a ∈ R,
which we also write Φ. Therefore
Φ = ϕ∗ : H1dR(Jη/L) −→ H1dR(Jη/L).
In particular Φ preserves the Hodge filtration, so that Φ(ω̂i) is again a linear combination of
ω̂i’s. Since
ρ∗Φ(ω̂i) = Φρ
∗(ω̂i) = Φ
(
dui
ui
)
= p
dui
ui
one concludes Φ(ω̂i) = pω̂i. On the other hand, since Φ(ker∇) ⊂ ker∇ and ker∇ is
generated by η̂j’s by (5.6), Φ(η̂j) is again a linear combination of η̂i’s. Note
〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉 = p〈x, y〉.
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Therefore
〈Φ(η̂j), pω̂j〉 = 〈Φ(η̂j),Φ(ω̂j)〉 = p〈η̂j , ω̂j〉.
This implies Φ(η̂j) = η̂j , so we are done. 
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